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ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents a hybrid AC/DC microgrid (H-MG) topology that integrates bidirectional, 

four-quadrant, static synchronous compensators (STATCOMs), high voltage lithium-based 

energy storage and managed, high-frequency, step-up DC/DC solar converters. Using this 

topology, an actual H-MG was built and studied to find an efficient solution to peak-demand 

energy management, increase renewable/distributed energy penetration, and support electric 

vehicle (EV) integration with commercial buildings. An H-MG testing facility was constructed 

in a test building at Griffith University to assess and integrate the different elements involved 

in constructing distribution architectures that combine both AC- and DC-based electrical 

networks. The facility comprised a total of 15.5 kW of reconfigurable solar photo-voltaic (PV) 

modules and 80 kWh of reconfigurable lithium energy storage with a variable, 145 kVA, 

unbalanced, three-phase, commercial building load. 

The DC element in the H-MG was formed by a combination of managed DC/DC converters 

and a lithium battery module. The base parameters of the DC bus were dependent on the AC 

component of the network, as a single- or three-phase AC supply determined the base DC bus 

voltage. The base DC bus voltage then deviated based upon the state of charge (SoC) of the 

lithium battery. Managed solar PV DC/DC converters were placed in parallel and set to follow 

the SoC voltage characteristics of the lithium battery. The DC/DC converters utilised maximum 

power point tracking (MPPT) and were placed in parallel to provide direct distributed 

generation charging functionality for the battery. A STATCOM was directly connected to the 

DC bus, enabling four-quadrant operation to improve power quality and reduce the peak 

demand of the building. Utilising both high-power AC and DC, plug-in EVs (PEV) can be a 

burden or benefit to electricity networks. Using vehicle-to-grid (V2G) connectivity, a PEV can 

perform similar power quality and peak demand reduction functionality if a bi-directional AC 

or DC connection is present.  

This research successfully implemented and operated a managed DC/AC hybrid microgrid with 

a four-quadrant STATCOM and DC/DC coupled solar PV array on a commercial building at 

Griffith University. The system provided voltage regulation and a unity power factor in the 

connected phase during different modes of strategic operation. Power factor control of the 

building was also achieved during both discharging and charging of the connected energy 

storage system.   
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation 

The increasing trend of supplementing local energy supplies with renewable energy sources 

(RES), increasing plug-in electric vehicle (PEV) popularity and changing network load 

characteristics are forcing electrical utilities to re-structure their distribution networks. A 

traditional distribution network (TDN) has limitations with high RES penetration, particularly 

with solar photovoltaics (PV), which produce electricity that can be intermittent and vary 

through the day [1]. In some areas where penetration exceeds peak daily demand, substation 

transformers must tap-down windings or deviate from voltage stability standards and 

regulations, such as IEEE 1547 [2] and AS4777 [3]. Connecting loads without considering 

phase loading, total harmonic distortion (THD) and power factor (PF) contribute to limiting 

the longevity and maintaining the power quality of a TDN [4, 5]. The resulting complications 

of such devices on a TDN may include frequency instabilities, voltage sags and swells, 

distorted waveforms, unbalanced phases and PF issues [6]. In extreme conditions, these factors, 

combined with varying power generation, can lead to low voltage (LV) and medium voltage 

(MV) network-scale black- or brown-outs.  

As RES penetration is still a desirable solution for communities, strategies must be created to 

allow for an increase in RES penetration without its inherent drawbacks. Managing loads and 

power quality and providing energy storage solutions are also necessary steps in stabilizing the 

distribution grid [7]. Plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs) are becoming 

more attractive as fossil fuel prices continue to rise [8]. Research suggests that this transition 

is favourable for reducing carbon dioxide emissions. Conversely, PHEVs and EVs may become 

a burden on TDNs as the number of PEVs increases [9]. This is because, based on current 

consumer habits, PEVs consume power from TDNs during peak times [10]. Issues with poor 

RES management in conjunction with poor-quality power loads raise several questions about 

how current distribution networks are coping and will cope in the future. 

The smart grid concept provides an ideal solution to many of the current and future issues of 

TDNs [11]. Smart grids are an integration of the latest developments in information and 

communication technologies, data science and power electronics with TDNs. Primarily, this 

allows network operators to have a greater degree of control over the electricity network and 

address many pre-existing power quality issues. Achieving the ideal smart grid may not be 
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financially affordable or practical in already developed cities [12]. Microgrids are a 

subcomponent of future smart grids. They are small electricity networks with local generation 

or distributed generation (DG) and energy storage, and incorporate the technological 

advancements of the smart grid concept. Microgrids can operate with a connection to the TDN 

or operate independently in an “islanding” mode. Microgrids have more potential to be 

financially viable when they are deployed in specific residential LV distribution networks or 

commercial buildings. They can maintain power quality, increase the reliability of the energy 

supply and reduce electricity costs [13]. 

To deploy microgrids that operate efficiently and in an economically feasible manner in 

residential LV distribution networks and commercial buildings, knowledge of how to best 

design and operate microgrids must be developed. To develop this knowledge, the following 

categories must be designed, investigated or developed: 

• Technology typologies (e.g. DG and energy storage) 

• PEV accommodation and vehicle-to-grid (V2G) functionality 

• Communications (e.g. protocols, infrastructure and data storage) 

• Control methods and systems (e.g. islanding mode, peak shaving and valley filling) 

Addressing these issues so that microgrids can be deployed with a high degree of confidence 

cannot be achieved through simulation alone. Validation by physical experiments is required 

to achieve robust results. This is because physical experiments can include circumstances that 

current simulation tools are unable to foresee. They provide a testbed for the testing of control 

and communication systems alongside different inverter, energy storage and DG technologies 

and topologies.  

1.2. Problem Statements 

The research problems presented in this thesis are based on the constraints mentioned in Section 

1.1 and the literature review (Chapter 2). The research problems are as follows: 

1. Existing distribution infrastructure for commercial buildings has limited potential to 

implement large-capacity reverse-current energy sources. Therefore, the existing 

distribution infrastructure does not support large-scale implementation of intermittent 

RESs or have direct support for bidirectional PEV connectivity (CHAPTER 3). 
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2. The existing distribution network does not support the direct current (DC) transmission 

of electrical energy. Current solar PV installation topologies do not support 

standardized parallel solar connections, nor do they regulate the DC source. Solar 

inverters only maximum power point track (MPPT) panels at a string level, resulting in 

potential shading inefficiencies. Large string networks pose safety risks, as high 

voltages from stacked PV cells become unmanaged (CHAPTER 4). 

3. Existing solar PV and energy storage inverters do not support full four-quadrant 

functionality. This reduces the efficiency of grid support, limits real energy production 

and does not support reactive loads. The performance differs depending on where in 

the distribution network the inverter is located (CHAPTER 5). 

4. Existing PEV charging stations only provide a singular current flow direction. This 

results in PEVs’ only role in the distribution grid being as energy sinks (CHAPTER 6). 

1.3. Research Objectives and Contributions 

To address the problems outlined in Section 1.2, this research has the following objectives. 

1. The development, design and implementation of a commercial microgrid testing 

facility capable of supporting distributed generation, DC and alternating current (AC) 

power conversion and energy storage systems (CHAPTER 3). 

Contributions:  

- Design and investigation of a suitable location for a microgrid testing facility. 

- Development and implementation of the microgrid testing facility with support 

for various forms of AC and DC power sources and loads in both grid-connected 

and independent islanded modes.  

- Commercially-available communication protocols are implemented: Modbus 

RTU/TCP, RS-232, RS485, CAN BUS, TCP/IP and I2C along with 

commercially-accepted distribution-grade power meters.  

- Energy and power flow monitoring is implemented for supplementary system 

measurement. 
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2. The microgrid testing facility will be an integral element of the hybrid DC/AC 

microgrid structure. This hybrid structure allows creation of a multi-use DC bus where 

DC elements can transfer energy (CHAPTERS 3 and 4). 

Contributions: 

- A high voltage (~300–800V) DC bus created through the utilization of managed 

lithium batteries. 

- A parallel solar PV configuration is created with DC/DC converters to directly 

connect to the DC bus 

- LLC-based DC/DC converter topology was investigated and tuned for the 

purposes of DC bus management.  

 

3. Full four-quadrant static-synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) are implemented in 

the hybrid DC/AC microgrid structure. Full four-quadrant STATCOMs have the 

capacity to provide real and reactive power, extending the range of the distribution 

network. The power factor can be corrected, and/or the voltage maintained within the 

AS4777 standard. By utilizing a four-quadrant bidirectional STATCOM converter, the 

energy storage of a PEV can be utilized for grid support while also having the capability 

to support the network during charging or discharging to the grid phases (CHAPTER 

5). 

Contributions: 

- Full four-quadrant STATCOMs are implemented in the hybrid DC/AC 

microgrid (H-MG) structure.  

- The operational characteristics of the H-MG and STATCOMs 

- The impact of four-quadrant control of the H-MG on a commercial distribution 

network  

- The impact of four-quadrant control on a local distribution network 

 

By utilizing a four-quadrant bidirectional converter, the energy storage of a PEV 

can be utilized for grid support while also having the capability to support the 

network during the charging or discharging to grid phases (CHAPTERS 5 and 6). 

Contributions: 
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- G2V and V2G functionality are assessed through the bidirectional STATCOM 

with local voltage and reactive power support.  

1.4. Thesis Outline 

This thesis is prepared in the fulfilment of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (PhD). The first 

chapter in this thesis provides a general introduction to the research field, introduces the 

problems and proposes some solutions. The research scope and objectives are presented and 

discussed in this chapter. The remainder of the thesis consists of the following seven chapters. 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 presents a review of the existing relevant literature. The literature review discusses 

current trends in distribution networks subject to increasing RES penetration, AC and DC/DC 

conversion techniques, distribution networks and microgrids.  

Chapter 3 

This chapter discusses design methodologies for implementing a smart-microgrid testing 

facility. The smart-microgrid testing facility provides a test-bench environment to develop and 

analyse modern technologies, topologies and control systems for microgrid and smart grid 

architectures. The fundamental design of the microgrid testing facility, its elements, and how 

it was constructed are presented.  The DC/AC hybrid microgrid structure is also presented in 

this chapter.  

Chapter 4 

This chapter presents the design and performance evaluation of an LLC resonant DC/DC 

converter. This forms the DC component of the AC/DC hybrid microgrid. The converter is 

used to connect individual PV modules to a high voltage DC bus managed by a lithium-ion 

battery energy storage system (BESS). The performance of the DC/DC converter is 

experimentally tested, providing MPPT capability to an individual solar panel while charging 

the BESS.  

Chapter 5 
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The results and utilization of D-STATCOMs are presented in this chapter. Its impact on a live 

commercial building is analysed under the full four-quadrant real and reactive test conditions.  

Chapter 6 

This chapter provides methods of contact for V2G integration along with an assessment of the 

impact of EV charging on the distribution network. Impacts on a commercial building for both 

G2V and V2G are also explored.  

Chapter 7 

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. It summarises the key findings and evaluates them against the 

stated objectives. Key limitations of the methods used in conducting the research are described. 

Recommendations are made for future research in this field.  
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2. Background and Existing Work 
2.1. Introduction 

Electricity distribution networks have had large increases in distributed generation over the 

past decade, primarily in the form of distributed renewable energy sources. Australia has shown 

great interest in distributed generation, with over 2.5 million small-scale installations 

nationwide [14], predominantly solar photovoltaic (PV) systems. As the price of solar PV 

systems has reduced with time, their size has increased, on average, from approximately 2.5 

kW in 2011 to 4.9 kW in 2015. A total of over 130,000 residential-sized systems (1 – 10 kW) 

and 6800 commercial-sized systems (10 – 100 kW) were installed in 2015 across Australia 

[15]. Overall, the integration of distributed generation improves local distribution efficiency, 

but in some areas with high capacity intermittent renewable energy penetration and low daily 

loads, the benefits of improved efficiency can be outweighed by voltage regulation problems, 

design frequency deviations and reverse power flows [16-21]. There have been a number of 

mitigation strategies proposed to curb the impacts of intermittent energy sources, primarily 

through the integration of energy storage. By implementing sufficient energy storage in 

conjunction with distributed generation and control systems, a microgrid (MG) can be 

constructed. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines an MG in [2] 

as a grid that integrates the following properties: 

• Desirable operation in parallel with the distribution grid 

• Desirable operation as an independent “island” network 

• Implementation of control equipment to transition to and from the distribution grid 

These basic criteria indicate that the implementation of an MG should benefit the distribution 

network and the connected loads without compromising either network when the MG is 

switched between islanding and grid-connected modes. The MG should benefit the distribution 

network in peak demand management, power factor (PF) maintenance and voltage control, and 

ensure that harmonics are controlled and minimized. These utility stability measures also 

benefit loads by ensuring that clean and stable power is available at all times, irrespective of 

the status of the distribution grid. The stable and scalable formation of MGs has been the topic 

of much MG research. 

There are several MG testing and simulation facilities along with full-sized pilot MGs around 

the world, each providing an opportunity to test and analyse different elements within MGs. 
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Europe has invested heavily in MG research and development and currently has over 211 smart 

grid-related projects underway within the continent [11]. As alternating current (AC) is 

predominately utilized for electrical power distribution, a large number of MG testing facilities 

and pilot sites are based on it. MG testing facilities, such as the Institute for Systems and 

Computer Engineering, Technology and Science (INESC TEC) in Portugal [22] and larger 

pilot-scale sites such as the Zhejiang Electric Power Test and Research Institute [23] and The 

Tianjin University MG Testbed in China [24], utilize multiple sources of distributed generation 

(DG), energy storage, power converters and load types on an AC bus to optimize control 

methods and analysis power characteristics between the various interconnected elements. 

The aforementioned MG testing networks are primarily composed of an AC bus, whereas it is 

possible to improve overall efficiencies by operating some elements with a direct current (DC) 

bus [25, 26]. DC-based MGs have been proposed as an alternate solution to the more common 

AC-based MGs by several research institutions, particularly those with a focus on plug-in 

hybrid vehicles (PHEVs) [27-30]. With the integration of an internal DC bus network, it is 

possible to connect DC loads, sources and energy storage without multiple power conversion 

stages. In the same regard, connecting onto a DC bus is simple as there are no issues with 

synchronization or reactive power [31]. Even though DC MGs show signs of promising 

efficiency improvements and network simplicity, the majority of loads are still interconnected 

via an AC link. By combining the positive elements of the two types of MG topologies, a hybrid 

AC/DC MG (H-MG) can be obtained. The H-MG philosophy correlates DC sources to DC 

loads along with AC sources to AC loads. In the case of solar PV, battery energy storage and 

PEVs, all elements produce or require a DC network. If voltage and power requirements are 

met, these elements can be connected as separate nodes on a DC bus [32]. By reducing 

conversion stages to end-use power in both forms, greater overall efficiency can be obtained 

within the distribution network.  

An interpretation of an H-MG network is illustrated in Figure 1, where both AC and DC buses 

are present across compatible loads and sources. In this diagram, the AC bus is connected to 

the point of common coupling (PCC) to the LV distribution grid. It is necessary to maintain 

the PCC on the AC side, as switching is fairly simple at typical LV distribution grid voltages. 

The interlink between AC and DC can be done through bidirectional converters; however, 

utilizing distributed static synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) provides better control of 

voltage, harmonics and reactive power [33-35]. As H-MGs are inherently more complicated 
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than AC or DC MGs, control and communication systems have key roles within them [36]. By 

presenting an element of control, interconnected energy storage systems and PEVs can be used 

on a DC bus without the need for additional conversion stages, which improves the H-MG’s 

overall efficiency. To achieve power flow and regulation autonomy in an H-MG, a 

comprehensive control strategy is required.  A three-level control system has been reported in 

the literature—primary, secondary and tertiary control—that normalizes the control strategies 

of the different MG structures [37-39]. Primary control entails a form of droop control that 

adjusts voltage, current and frequency, secondary control maintains power quality,  harmonics, 

reactive power and transients, while tertiary control performs energy management and power 

flow control.  
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Figure 1 H-MG conceptual diagram 

 

2.2. Electrical Distribution Characteristics 

With population growth, the need for universal electricity availability, and the integration of 

RESs, current electrical networks are facing some challenges. As electrical loads increase, 
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particularly resistive loads, additional infrastructure is required. More power plants, substations 

and transmission lines need to be constructed [40]. With the widely-varying loads common to 

today’s networks, multiple, heavy, mechanically-controlled switches and circuit breakers are 

required to maintain power stability. These switches work to maintain stability by damping out 

transient oscillations and isolate faults. These factors dramatically increase the cost and reduce 

the efficiency of transmission networks. Global increases in rates of severe blackouts suggest 

that the current conventional electrical distribution system is struggling to cope [40].  

The cost of electricity transmission only increases when RESs are introduced. As traditional 

grids were only built for energy to flow in one direction, the introduction of distributed 

generation creates new issues that can overload networks. As there is limited to no control over 

how much and when RESs transmit power back to the grid, wide voltage fluctuations can be 

created. This instability in production forces feeder substations to change their tapping to below 

their normal rating. There are several benefits which still warrant the use of the LV network, 

even with the added losses. Predominantly, these are the cost of transmission in the distribution 

grid and the safety benefits of transmission at lower voltages. As an increasing number of 

residents are utilising some form of RES in their home supply, issues revolving around grid 

stability come into question.  

Traditionally, transformers on the distribution grid dictate the voltage by changing the tapping 

on a transformer, but with unstable power production from RESs, this task has become more 

difficult. Solar production, for example, has the capability of producing substantial amounts of 

power but this can be interrupted by intermittent cloud cover (Figure 2). Depending on the 

region, intermittent cloud cover occurs on the vast majority of days. A cloudless solar 

characteristic recorded over winter months is noted in Figure 3. Changing the tapping on feeder 

substations, for this reason, causes lower than expected voltage delivery during RES non-

production times and higher than expected voltage delivery during RES production times, 

which could occur at any time. Current distribution networks were never designed for power 

production in two directions and transformers were not designed to regulate voltages in such 

an abrupt manner. However, with the trends toward distributed generation and reductions in 

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, distribution networks must adapt.  
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Figure 2 Typical solar PV-generated power curve over a winter day with intermittent cloud cover.  

 

Figure 3 Typical fixed PV array power curve over a cloudless winter day. 

 

 AC Distribution Characteristics 

There are multiple AC transmission characteristics that a current carrying conductor 

experiences in a transmission network. These include the skin effect, Ferranti effect, proximity 

effect, DC and AC resistance, and the reactance of the transmission line [41]. As an AC 
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waveform can be separated into voltage and current waveforms, phase differences in these 

waveforms can result in a power factor that deviates from unity (1).  

2.2.1.1. Power Factor 

In an ideal scenario, the PF is always at unity (Figure 4 a). However, with the addition of 

reactive loads, capacitors and inductors, this is not usually the case. Capacitors phase-shift 

voltage waveforms by 90° (current leading voltage, Figure 4 b) in relation to current, while 

inductors phase-shift the voltage waveform by -90° (current lagging voltage, Figure 4 c). These 

phenomena occur because capacitors resist the flow of voltage and inductors resist the flow of 

current. Because of the resulting mismatched sine waveform, power is lost within the system. 

The PF can be corrected by utilising an opposing source to either supply or absorb the reactive 

power in equal amounts. This is generally done by adding an inductor to a capacitive leading 

situation or a capacitor to a lagging scenario. As many loads are on the inductive side, power 

factor correction (PFC) is generally in the form of capacitor injection. 
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Figure 4 AC power characteristics: a) real power, b) lagging VArs and c) leading VArs 

As the power factor diverges from unity, the available active power which reaches the load 

decreases (if the supply is volt-amp (VA) rated), as indicated by the green line in Figure 4. 

There are three different power measurements which describe the true power, reactive power 

and apparent power that may be parts of a load. These parameters can be calculated using 

Equations (1), (2) and (3). 

𝑃 = 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐼2 ∙ 𝑅 =
𝑉2

𝑅
   (W) (1) 

 Where true power only includes the resistance of the load 
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𝑄 = 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐼2 ∙ 𝑋 =
𝑉2

𝑋
   (VAr) (2) 

 Where reactive power only includes the complex component of the load 

𝑆 = 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝐼2 ∙ 𝑍 =
𝑉2

𝑍
   (VA) (3) 

 Where apparent power includes the resultant vector between P and Q. 

 

2.2.1.2. The Skin Effect  

The skin effect is where the relative surface area of a conducting wire is altered due to an AC 

waveform. This phenomenon occurs due to a switching concentric magnetic field, which 

causes the inner-most region of the conductor to disallow electron flow [42]. As the frequency 

increases, the electro-magnetic(EM) fields induced onto the conductor also increase but in an 

opposing direction. This opposing magnetic insertion is also known as induced eddy currents 

on the conductor. The reduction in current-carrying capabilities results in an increase in 

resistance. The skin depth can be calculated by Equation (4). 

𝛿 = √
𝜌

𝜋. 𝜇. 𝑓
 (4) 

Where 𝛿 = skin depth, 𝜌 = resistivity of conductor, 𝜇 = permeability and 𝑓 = oscillating 

frequency. 

 

2.2.1.3. Transmission line characteristics 

As a transmission line is not a perfect conductor, there are two components which need to be 

defined for AC transmission. These are the AC resistance and the AC reactance of the 

conductor. Combining these two elements will generate the characteristic impedance for the 

conductor, which is defined as in Equation (5). 
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𝑍 = 𝑅 + 𝑗𝑋   (Ω) (5) 

Where 𝑍 = impedance, 𝑅 = resistance and 𝑗𝑋 = reactance. 

As there are generally multiple current-carrying conductors in a transmission line, the induced 

currents from neighbouring wires must be taken into effect. These effects can be confined to 

the proximity effect. 

 Proximity Effect 

The proximity effect refers to the effect of high power passing through a conductor and creating 

both magnetic and electric fields. Two conductors in close proximity will experience 

capacitance between them due to the electric field being produced.  The capacitance between 

two current-carrying conductors can be described by Equation (6).  

𝐶 =
𝜋 ∙ 휀0

cosh−1 (
𝐷

2 ∙ 𝑎
)

    (𝐹/𝑚) (6) 

Where 𝐶 = capacitance for a twin line measured in Farads,  휀0 = permittivity of free space, 𝐷 

= Distance between central points on the two conductors and 𝑎 = radius of the conductor. 

In most cases, the capacitance between the conductors is fairly low and is generally neglected 

because of this. On a single wire earth return (SWER) line, the capacitive effects are much 

greater and can be calculated by utilising the same equation. The induced inductance between 

two lines in a single-phase network can be calculated as shown in Equation (7).  

𝐿ab =
𝜇0

𝜋
∙ log𝑒 (

𝑑ab

𝑟𝑚
)   (𝐻/𝑚) (7) 

Where 𝐿ab = inductance between conductor a and b in Henneries per metre, 𝑑ab = conductor 

separation distance in mm, 𝑟𝑚 = geometric mean radius of conductors (GMR) in mm and 𝜇0 = 

permeability of air. 

For a three-phase system, the mutual inductance from neighbouring conductors can be 

expressed as per Equation (8).  
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𝐿3𝜙 =
𝜇0

𝜋
∙ log𝑒

𝐺𝑀𝐷

𝐺𝑀𝑅
   (𝐻/𝑚) (8) 

Where; 

        GMD = √𝑑ab ∙ 𝑑ac ∙ 𝑑bc
3

 (9) 

Where GMD = average distance d between the three conductors a, b and c and 𝑟 = conductor 

radius. 

        𝐺𝑀𝑅 = 𝑟𝑒−1/4 (10) 

2.2.2.1. Ferranti Effect 

The Ferranti effect refers to a single long distance or underground high voltage transmission 

line (TL) with a light load connected. The effect describes an increase in TL voltage due to in-

phase capacitive and inductive effects [43]. The Ferranti effect can be best described by 

comparing the input voltage to the output, as described by Equation (11) [44]. If the 

denominator of the right-hand side of the equation is less than one, 𝑉1 becomes higher than 𝑉0, 

resulting in an over-voltage scenario on the line [44]. 

𝑉1

𝑉0
=

1

√𝜔2𝐶2𝑅2 + (𝜔2𝐿𝐶 − 1)2
 (11) 

Where 𝑉0 = applied voltage, 𝑉1 = resultant voltage and 𝜔 = angular frequency. 

 DC Distribution 

As there are no reactive components within a DC transmission system, only the resistance of 

the conductor is taken into effect when calculating losses. This forms the majority of loss for 

DC transmission. This also simplifies the analysis required for transmission calculations to 

Ohm’s law, as per Equation (12). 

𝑃loss = 𝐼2 ∙ 𝑅cable =
𝑉2

𝑅cable
= 𝑉 ∙ 𝐼 (12) 

Where; 𝑃loss = power loss in the transmission line and 𝑅cable = resistance of the cable. 
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Long-distance DC transmission can be achieved utilizing a single wire, with the neutral or 

negative wire being replaced by the Earth or seawater. This method of power transmission 

results in lower transfer efficiency but can also reduce the total capital cost of transmission 

infrastructure. 

2.3. Power Conversion Methods 

As discussed in Section 2.2, there are two methods used for transmitting power: AC and DC. 

One of the major contributing reasons why AC transmission became more popular than DC 

was that AC is much easier to manipulate and switch. To double the voltage of an AC line, two 

coils of wire, one with twice the number of coils of the other in the form of a transformer, is 

required. This principle is relatively easy to achieve and benefits again in the form of isolation 

between the two sources. While only mechanical components are required to manipulate AC 

voltages, both mechanical and solid-state elements are required for DC manipulation. This 

dramatically increases the complexity of the conversion processes, but also dramatically 

increases the functionality. The functionality again increases when the DC network is 

combined with an AC network. DC components can solve issues between different AC 

frequencies and create any required frequency.  

 Fundamental Electromagnetic Properties 

To be able to understand how power transformation of any kind works, the fundamental theory 

behind capacitors, inductors and EM fields must first be investigated. Capacitors are devices 

which store electric charge in the form of an electric field. As one plate of a capacitor 

accumulates electrons, the other rejects electrons. Larger plates result in more electrons 

accumulating on one plate of the capacitor and an equal amount moving away from the other 

plate. This shift in the number of electrons between the two plates can be referred to an electric 

field. The stronger the electric field, the more charge the capacitor has accumulated. The 

distance between the plates and the material used between them also play significant roles in 

determining the capacitance. The permittivity of the dielectric material between the plates is 

optimized to prevent arcs from one plate to the other. Equation (13) describes the characteristics 

of a plate capacitor. 
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𝐶 =
휀 ∙ 𝐴

𝑑
   (F) (13) 

Where 𝐶 = capacitance in Farads (F), 휀 = permittivity of dielectric material, 𝐴 = plate area 

and 𝑑 = distance between the plates. 

The energy stored in a capacitor can be described by Equation (14).  

𝐸C =
1

2
∙  𝐶 ∙ 𝑉2  (J) (14) 

Where 𝐸C = energy stored in capacitor, Joules (J), 𝐶 = capacitance and 𝑉 = capacitor voltage. 

When an AC source is applied to a capacitor, the characteristic impedance of the capacitor 

changes proportionally to the AC frequency. This change can be calculated through Equation 

(15). 

𝑋C =
1

2𝜋 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝐶
  (15) 

Where 𝑋C = capacitor impedance, 𝑓 = operating frequency and 𝐶 = capacitance  

Inductors are coils of wire attached to a load that can be energised by the movement of a 

permanent magnet through them. However, the coils can form a magnetic field if energy is 

applied to their terminals. If the source is DC, then the inductor becomes an electromagnet, 

whereas if the source is AC, the inductor can induce power into other conductors. An inductor’s 

inductance can be calculated by Equation (16). Like a capacitor, inductors store energy in the 

form of EM waves but store magnetic energy rather than electric energy. The magnetic energy 

is stored within the air gaps of the inductor. 

𝐿 =
𝜇0 ∙ 𝜇𝑟 ∙ 𝑁2 ∙ 𝐴

𝑙
   (H) (16) 

Where 𝐿 = inductance in Henries (H), 𝜇0 = permeability of free space, 𝜇𝑟 = permeability of 

core material, 𝑁 = number of turns of the coil, 𝐴 = cross-sectional area of the coil and 𝑙 = total 

length of wire in the coil. 
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To determine the energy storage capability of an inductor, current and inductance values can 

be utilised. Equation (17) shows the calculation for determining the storage capacity.  

𝐸L =
1

2
∙  𝐿 ∙ 𝐼2  (J) (17) 

Where 𝐸𝐿 = energy stored in inductor, Joules (J), 𝐿 = inductance and 𝐼 = inductor current. 

As with capacitors, the characteristics of an inductor changes once an oscillating electric 

current (AC) is applied. The characteristic impedance of an inductor can be calculated with 

Equation (18). 

𝑋L = 2𝜋 ∙ 𝑓 ∙ 𝐿 (18) 

Where 𝑋𝐿 = inductor impedance, 𝑓 = operating frequency and 𝐿 = inductance value. 

Andre-Marie Ampère developed Ampère’s law in 1820, which describes the relationship 

between current flowing through a wire and the electromagnetic (EM) force that is produced 

[45]. This force can be described by Equation (19) [45].  

∮ 𝑩 ∙ 𝑑𝑙 = 𝜇0 ∙ 𝐼 (19) 

Where 𝐵 = magnetic flux density, tesla (T), 𝑑𝑙 = length of a closed curve, 𝜇0 = permeability 

of free space and 𝐼 = current flowing through the wire. Note: 𝜇0 is replaced with 𝜇𝑟 when 

using a ferrous core, where  𝜇𝑟 is the relative permeability of the material. 

Michael Faraday and Heinrich Emil Lenz’s law describes how energy is both induced and 

transmitted via an alternating current or magnetic field around a wire [46]. This law is shown 

in Equation (20) [46]. Following this discovery, Faraday created the first transformer, the 

induction ring, in 1831[47].  

𝐸𝑚𝑓 = −𝑁
∆𝜙

∆𝑡
 (20) 
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Where 𝐸𝑚𝑓 = induced voltage, 𝑁 = number of turns in the coil, 𝜙 = 𝐵𝐴 = magnetic flux, 𝐵 = 

magnetic flux density, 𝐴 = cross-sectional area of the coil and 𝑡 = time. Note: The minus sign 

is Lenz’s contribution to Faraday’s Law. 

 Transformers 

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, an inductor is simply an energy storage device made up of single 

or multiple loops of wire. As DC current flows through these loops, an electromagnet can be 

created. If another coil is passed through this electromagnet, a current will then be induced on 

it, therefore transmitting power to it. To continually transmit power to this secondary coil, an 

AC waveform can be used. The AC will change the direction of the magnetic field produced; 

therefore, a constantly changing magnetic field will be incident on the secondary coil. This 

principle of converting electrical current through a wire into an oscillating magnetic field is the 

fundamental system in place in a transformer. To improve efficiencies, different materials can 

be used to better direct the magnetic flux so that maximum exposure is incident on the 

secondary coils.  

𝑁p

𝑁s
=

𝑉p

𝑉s
 (21) 

Where 𝑁p = number of turns on the primary coil, 𝑁s = number of turns on the secondary 

coil, 𝑉p = voltage applied on the primary coil and 𝑉s = voltage of the secondary coil. 

Equation (21) describes the effect of changing the turn ratio on the output voltage. This is an 

extremely useful feature of transformers. Some dynamic control over the output voltage can be 

obtained by altering the number of turns on either the primary side of the transformer through 

means of a tap. In a transformer, a tap is a physical adjustment of the number of turns, where 

multiple taps can create more or fewer effective turns on the primary side of the transformer. 

As this requires a physical change, the tap process is not instantaneous. 

Transformers come in numerous sizes and specifications and, depending on the application, 

can raise or lower voltage while providing galvanic isolation properties [48]. As long as AC 

power has existed, so has the ability to manipulate it to increase its voltage or current. 

Typically, the operating frequencies of AC transformers are 50 Hz or 60 Hz, with operating 

currents ranging from a few to thousands of amperes. Such frequencies require very large 
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transformers which require large amounts of cooling. Usually, the transformers utilised in the 

electricity industry incorporate oil-based cooling and insulation systems. However, over time, 

the oil absorbs water and its insulation properties diminish. When this occurs, the oil must be 

reconditioned or replaced. 

 DC/DC Power Conversion 

Common DC/DC converters utilise high frequency switching components to control the output 

voltage and current. The voltage can be of a higher or lower order depending on the application. 

The complexity and range of transformation depend on what type of DC/DC converter is being 

used. Even though a DC/DC converter implies that the transformation is between DC and DC, 

an AC component is still present. The process of reducing or increasing DC voltage is done 

through similar circuits known as buck and boost converters, respectively.  The ability to 

increase and reduce the voltage of a DC supply can be done by connecting the buck and boost 

converters together to form a half-bridge converter. The half-bridge can operate in two 

quadrants; however, if four-quadrant control is required, two half-bridge converters can be 

utilised. The combination of two half-bridge converters is known as a full-bridge conversion 

stage. The full-bridge converter has the capability of operating in four quadrants. Four-quadrant 

control, in the case of an electric motor, implies that the converter has the ability to accelerate 

and brake in both the forward and reverse directions. All DC/DC converters can be controlled 

by changing the switching duty cycle and adjusting the operating frequency. 

2.3.3.1. Buck Converters 

The simplest form of solid-state DC power conversion revolves around a buck and a boost 

converter. A buck converter essentially equates to an AC transformer where the primary coil 

has a greater number of windings than the secondary coil. The converter achieves this task with 

a DC input supply simply by switching an inductor on and off at a given frequency. This 

switching causes the inductor to store and then release the magnetic energy back into the circuit. 

In the case of a buck converter, the inductor is switched at a frequency below its resonance 

point. Figure 5 illustrates current flow, with green indicating the charging cycle (switch is 

closed) of the buck converter and red indicating the power flow when the switch is open. As 

the switch is closed, power begins to flow through the inductor then onto the load. As current 

changes within the inductor, an opposing voltage will be produced. This opposing voltage 

reduces the supply voltage to the load. While the current is still changing, the switch is triggered 
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to its open position where the stored energy from the inductor is then released through the 

flyback diode. In this setup, the voltage delivered to the load will always be less than the input 

source voltage [49, 50]. 

 

Figure 5 Buck converter operation (green indicates switch is in the conducting position) 

 

2.3.3.2. Boost Converters 

Boost converters utilise a similar structure to buck converters but differ in the locations of their 

source and load. In Figure 6, the diode and switch are also switched to allow the inductor to 

always be in a path of energy flow. The green arrows represent the switch-on state, whereas 

the red arrows represent the switch in the off state. In the on-state of a boost converter, the 

source charges the inductor, thus increasing the magnetic field strength. Figure 6 illustrates the 

current cycle for boost converter operation. The inductor’s polarity with the switch closed is 

positive. With the switch then opened, the magnetic field in the inductor is consumed to “push” 

power from the source through the load. This creates two sources in series, which increases the 

voltage of the overall circuit [49].  
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Figure 6 Boost converter operation (green indicates switch is in the conducting position) 

 

2.3.3.3. Half-Bridge Converters 

Half-bridge converters combine a buck and boost circuit together to increase functionality. One 

key feature of a half-bridge converter is its ability to allow power to flow in both directions; 

from source to load and from load to source. This basic circuit (Figure 7) has the capability of 

changing current flow from positive through zero to negative, while always maintaining a 

positive input voltage. By connecting this circuit to a DC motor, single quadrant controls can 

be obtained. Varying the duty cycle of the switches (the durations they are on and off), speed 

control of a motor can be obtained [49]. In a half bridge, the AC voltage produced will be in 

the order of a peak-to-peak equalling (ideal case) the input voltage. 

 

Figure 7 Half-bridge converter diagram 
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2.3.3.4. Half-Bridge Converter as an AC/DC Converter for PEVs 

The simplest form of a charging mechanism for PEVs incorporates a unidirectional AC/DC 

converter (Figure 8 A). In this converter topology, four diodes and filters are utilised to rectify 

the AC waveform with a single Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) 

switch to control frequency. To be able to create a bidirectional converter, multiple MOSFET 

switches must be used, such as in Figure 8 B. In this configuration, the removal of the diodes 

allows current to flow to and from the battery supply. This configuration allows for a single-

stage conversion process, assuming the battery voltage and grid supply have appropriate or 

similar voltage ratings. Changing the topology to encompass elements on the half-bridge 

converter, the capability for basic utilization such as V2G can be achieved (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 8 Simple rectifiers utilised for G2V: top, unidirectional and bottom, bidirectional. L## 

symbolises an inductor, D## symbolises a diode and M## symbolises a MOSFET-type switch 
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Figure 9 Simple half-bridge inverter for use as V2G: top, unidirectional and bottom, bidirectional. 

L## symbolises an inductor, D## symbolises a diode and M## symbolises a MOSFET-type switch 

 

2.3.3.5. Full-Bridge Converters 

To increase the capabilities of DC/DC converters, the full-bridge topology can be used. Figure 

10 A presents a unidirectional converter which utilises a diode-based rectifier to return a DC 

source. Figure 10 B illustrates the topology required to achieve bidirectional power flow 

between the load and the source. This structure can be applied to an electrical network where 

accuracy and tuning are required in multiple power flow directions [50]. Depending on the 

application, it may be beneficial to combine a DC transformation method with an AC 

transformation method. By doing so, the benefits of both systems can be obtained, such as 

high-frequency operation (improved efficiency and reduced size) and isolation.  
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Figure 10 Full-bridge DC/DC converters: A) unidirectional and B) bidirectional 

 

Utilising a full bridge structure, a peak-to-peak voltage waveform of twice the input voltage 

can be obtained under ideal circumstances. PF correction is a necessary implementation for the 

transmission network. Depending on the location, size and level of PF correction required, 

different techniques can be implemented [50]. These techniques include the switching of 

inductors or capacitors onto the network to correct the PF by means of mechanical or electronic 

switches.  

 LLC DC/DC converters 

By utilising two inductors and a capacitor (LLC) to form a resonant tank, a narrow-band 

resonant-frequency converter can be constructed. DC/DC converter utilises either a half-bridge 

or full-bridge DC/DC converter configuration but includes a high-frequency resonant tank. The 

resonant tank includes additional components from the other converters. The additional 

components are switched at their resonant frequency, resulting in minimum resistance between 

the inductance and capacitance of the circuit. This creates a highly efficient device where the 

size can be reduced and optimized for the frequency. An LLC converter refers to a series-
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parallel resonant converter (SPRC), which incorporates an additional capacitor or inductor to 

the resonant circuit, as seen in Figure 11. In an LLC resonant converter, the magnetic 

components (Lr, Lm, np and ns) are all mutually coupled by ferrite. By incorporating a 

transformer in the structure of the DC/DC converter, voltage manipulation, galvanic isolation 

properties and high operating frequency (~100+ kHz) can be obtained. This form of resonant 

converter is extremely useful in providing high efficiency, low cost and broad functionality.  

 

Figure 11 LLC resonant converter schematic 

 

 DC/DC Converter: Connecting PV to Energy Storage 

Ever-increasing interest in distributed renewable energy system integration has brought about 

interest in enhancing system efficiency and reliability. One of the most common and popular 

sources of distributable renewable energy is that of solar photovoltaic (PV) systems. PV 

installations have increased worldwide in both the residential and commercial spaces as the 

installed cost per kilowatt decreases and as governments provide incentives for clean, 

distributed energy production [51]. However, connecting numerous intermittent power 

supplies such as solar modules to a distribution network can become problematic at larger 

scales without sources of energy storage. This is due to instabilities in power generation 

resulting from the shading of PV arrays, which can potentially cause grid-related issues 

including sags and swells, power fluctuations, reverse power flows, power factor changes, 

harmonics, unintentional islanding, etc. on distribution networks [18, 20, 52, 53].  

Solar PV modules are subject to shading issues. A typical PV module consists of a number of 

individual PV cells connected in series in several subgroups around subgroup bypass diodes. 

The use of internal series connections maximizes module efficiency and improves the 
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maximum power characteristics by increasing the module voltage and reducing the current. 

This methodology is also used in array-scale connections of modules, which are ultimately 

connected to an inverter maximum power point tracker (MPPT). The number of panels 

connected to an inverter is limited by the capacity of the inverter and its rated input voltage, 

which is typically 600 V DC or 1000 V DC. This type of solar module configuration works 

well when ideal operating conditions are met, but performance is severely degraded when 

shading occurs [54]. To decrease the impact of shading on a solar array, a parallel configuration 

may be adopted. A parallel array configuration improves shading resilience and normalizes 

MPPT, but substantially increases transmission losses due to high currents. 

Numerous maximum power point (MPP) optimization techniques have been researched to 

combat this issue and to ensure the accuracy of the MPP of a string, but the highly variable 

nature of intermittent supplies can over-complicate and hamper even the most advanced MPPT 

algorithms [55]. A simple MPPT algorithm alongside an individual panel power converter has 

been suggested as being able to increase the overall maximum efficiency of several topologies 

[56, 57]. These base topologies include DC/AC parallel micro-inverters, DC/DC series 

boosters and DC/DC series/parallel converters [54, 56, 58, 59]. MPPT techniques that have 

been implemented for panel-level control include open- and short-circuit current techniques 

[60], perturb and observe (P&O) [61, 62], and more complicated artificial neural networks and 

fuzzy logic control [63, 64]. Although there are different levels of complexity in determining 

the optimum MPP, it was concluded by [55] that these methods produce similar outcomes in 

partial shading conditions. 

Among the several types of solar module topologies, the integration of MPPT is vital in 

increasing panel efficiency, but the parallel DC/DC converter topology has the potential to 

create a DC bus link with DC energy storage systems (ESS) without additional conversion 

stages. Several DC/DC converter types have been proposed for this purpose, both with isolated 

(transformer) and non-isolated (transformer-less) topologies [57, 65]. Isolated DC/DC 

converters have a transformer between the input and output, while a direct current path between 

the input and output exists in non-isolated converters. For low voltage conversion between the 

input and output sides, non-isolated converters can provide a low-complexity, low-component 

solution; but for high voltage loads, isolated converters are recommended as a means to 

electrically separate the input and output sides [65]. This is an important attribute when 
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coupling a PV-driven DC/DC converter to a high voltage battery energy storage system (BESS) 

on a DC bus.  

The efficiency attributes of a DC/DC converter should be broad and consistent rather than 

peak-oriented. This is due to PV generation characteristics changing with environmental 

factors such as the position of the sun, solar irradiance, temperature and multiple forms of 

shading in conjunction with energy storage. The typical result is that a PV array supplies power 

at a consistently lower rate than its peak through the day. Proposed converters incorporate 

various conversion and control techniques to achieve both isolated and non-isolated conversion 

[65-70].  

Study [69] presented a non-isolated fly-back 60 W MOSFET-driven DC/DC boost converter 

that performed with stable efficiency with varying input power. A broad, flat, efficiency 

characteristic was produced by the inverter, but it also had lower overall efficiency. An isolated 

fly-back MOSFET-driven DC/DC boost converter with zero voltage switching (ZVS) and zero 

current switching (ZCS) followed a peak efficiency trend. A near-linear peak efficiency 

characteristic results in very high performance at high loads, but less than expected 

performance at low loads [66]. This high efficiency does not necessarily correlate with the 

production characteristics of a real-world panel. A hybrid 400 W ZVS topology utilizing an 

active-clamp circuit and a series resonant voltage doubler in a step-up configuration yielded a 

high central efficiency but was subject to tapered efficiency characteristics at both high and 

low loads [68]. A four-MOSFET 167 W series-parallel LLCC-type resonant converter with 

ZVS and high voltage gain performed with stable and broad high efficiency across the 

conversion range, with the frequency/efficiency relationship only diverging slightly at high 

power and sharply at the lower end of the range [70].  

2.4. DC/AC Solar PV Inverter 

There are currently two main methods used to convert solar DC electricity to grid-stable AC: 

transformer-based inverters and transformerless inverters. Both systems require the use of 

switching to convert the DC input to AC. Depending on the switch and switching mechanism, 

different types of wave outputs can be achieved. The simplest output wave is a square wave 

with sharp edges. A square wave output is not desirable when used in transformers or applied 

back to the grid. The sharp edges introduce harmonics into the underlying sine wave, thus 

distorting it relative to the amount of power supplied. Harmonics in a system can reduce 
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efficiency and distort the carrier waveform. By modifying the square wave to a modified sine-

wave or quasi sine-wave, a reduction in harmonics can be achieved. To achieve this, the duty 

cycle of the switches is modified to generate a momentary zone where no power is delivered. 

This accords with the zero-voltage crossing point of the corresponding sine wave (Figure 12). 

To achieve a pure-sine wave, adequately-sized inductors and capacitors must be used to filter 

the sharp switching edges. 

 

Figure 12 Comparison of square, modified-square and sine waves 

 

 Traditional Transformer-based Inverters 

To energise a traditional transformer-based inverter, input switching topologies such as those 

used in half-bridge and full-bridge converters (Sections 2.3.3.3 and 2.3.3.5, respectively) can 

be utilised. In the case of Figure 13, a full-bridge is used to provide a current path for full 

positive and negative voltages. The full-bridge is connected to either a low frequency or high-

frequency transformer that will either step-up or step-down the voltage to be converted to mains 

AC. Typically, modern transformer-based inverters utilise a pulse-width modulation (PWM) 

control to create the grid frequency; although in some cases, transformers are situated on the 

mains AC conversion side. The operating frequency of the mains grid is either 50 Hz or 60 Hz, 
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depending on the local standard. This results in the size of the transformers being quite large, 

as the necessary magnetizing inductance is dependent on frequency. This reduces the maximum 

efficiency of the inverter.  

 

Figure 13 Traditional transformer-based inverter topology [71] 

 

 Transformer-less Inverters 

Transformerless inverters operate similarly to transformer-based inverters; however, they 

utilise switching converters to buck or boost the panel DC voltage to an acceptable mains 

voltage. By incorporating a full-bridge converter and enabling zero-voltage switching, isolation 

can be provided without resorting to a transformer [71]. Transformerless inverters have issues 

with cost, as their switches are commonly insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) 

MOSFETs. With reductions in the cost of these switches, this technique for converting DC to 

AC has been increasingly adopted. By removing the transformer, several kilograms in weight 

can be saved and the inverter size can be reduced. The advanced switching techniques 

implemented on modern systems can operate at higher voltages and currents than traditional 

transformer systems. Figure 14 illustrates a common topology of transformerless inverters. In 

this instance, there are two switching stages: a DC/DC converter stage and a PWM grid bridge 

stage. The efficiencies of transformerless inverters can easily exceed that of the traditional 

topology, even with the addition of numerous additional switching stages.  
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Figure 14 Transformerless inverter topology [71] 

Since transformerless inverter technologies can utilise a full-bridge topology to generate a low-

frequency mains AC waveform, some PF correction techniques can be implemented. Since the 

introduction of standard AS4777.2 [72], PV inverters must operate within a PF range not 

limited to unity. This gives distributors the ability to use inverter technologies such as 

transformerless for PF correction and voltage support on their networks [72].  

2.5. Power Factor Correction and Load Balancing 

PF correction is a necessary implementation for transmission networks. Depending on the 

location, size and level of PF correction required, different techniques can be implemented. 

These techniques include adding switching inductors or capacitors to the network to correct 

the PF by means of mechanical or electronic switches. Relatively simple control can be 

achieved by creating a static VAr control (SVC) device. To achieve four-quadrant control, a 

STATCOM device can be used. A STATCOM is inherently more complicated but allows for 

greater control of the reactive power. In a three-phase system, load balancing can be achieved 

simply through VAr control [73]. If a common DC bus is available, load balancing can be 

achieved through means of an integrated circuit control system.  

 Static VAr Compensators 

Static VAr compensators incorporate thyristor control or mechanically-switching inductors and 

capacitors into an AC network. Figure 15 illustrates the equivalent circuits for different SVC 

configurations. By connecting the appropriate reactive impedances (capacitive or inductive 

reactance), the unbalanced portion of the three phase load can be compensated [73]. As modern 

SVCs utilise thyristors, they can be placed at high voltage transformer stations without 
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requiring extra power conversion stages [74]. On a transmission network, an SVC can prolong 

the life of existing transmission lines by increasing the transmission capacity. This is achieved 

by absorbing the reactive power and stabilising voltages to reduce line resistance. SVCs are a 

well-proven method of dynamic power factor correction (PFC) and load balancing, due to their 

robustness and fast response times [75]. 

 

Figure 15 Static VAr compensator types 

 Static Synchronous Compensators 

With the introduction of power IGBTs, MOSFETs and now SiC MOSFETs have become 

contenders for use in the traditional SVC compensator technique. STATCOMs are superior to 

SVC devices in terms of their response times to changes in PF or load balancing. This is 

because STATCOMs can operate at much higher internal frequencies than SVC devices, thus 

allowing sub-cycle analysis and mitigation of upcoming issues. Commonly, STATCOMs are 

based on the voltage source converter (VSI) topology, with some based on the current source 

converter (CSI) topology [40, 75]. VSI-topology converters convert DC into a single or three-

phase output, where the voltage, amplitude, frequency and phase can be controlled [75, 76]. 
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CSI topologies have advantages in harmonic filtering and require smaller DC energy storage 

components compared to a VSI topology [76]. VSI topologies have a greater advantage though, 

as they allow the coupling transformer to produce part or all the inductance required for the 

AC filter. Both these types of STATCOM converters can be made small enough to be utilised 

as part of a distributed network, known as distributed-STATCOMs (D-STATCOMs). 

 

Figure 16 General Topology of VSIs and CSI-based D-STATCOMs [77] 

To increase the power rating or reduce ripple, multiple STATCOM controllers and topologies 

can be implemented together to share power equally or partially according to the network’s 

requirements [77]. STATCOMs require symmetrical capacitive and inductive ranges to 

compensate for reactive power, whereas SVCs can support any combination of reactive loads 

[75]. Compared with an SVC, a STATCOM is much more complicated but has more control 

capability. A STATCOM controls the output current independently of the AC system voltage 

[40]. The DC component of the STATCOM is utilised as the voltage source and can control 

the real power output of the device and accept DC inputs from RESs. SVC devices can provide 

constant impedance to the grid, but STATCOMs can supply a constant current. This is 

illustrated in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17 V-I characteristics of an SVC (A) and STATCOM (B) 

 Internal Static Synchronous Compensator for PEVs 

AC charging characteristics vary between single-phase and three-phase networks, while the 

DC charging type relies on a single charging voltage. Both AC and DC charging methods 

utilise voltage control for charging ESSs or PEVs, where the voltage source is maintained and 

the current supply is varied [78]. Focusing on contract charging brings upon several different 

charging topologies. These include AC methods, DC methods and a combination of the two 

along with a wireless interface. Each method has varying charging characteristics depending 

on the location of use and the power requirements [78].  

When STATCOM functionality is available as part of a PEV charging system, a number of 

benefits can be achieved, including grid stability management [79]. As there is a large potential 

to have multiple PEVs charging simultaneously, the grid stabilisation effect can be amplified. 

This is because multiple PEV STATCOM controllers and topologies can be implemented 

together to share support, or supply the reactive power requirements in relation to the network 

requirements [77]. STATCOMs require symmetrical capacitive and inductive ranges to 

compensate for reactive power and to achieve four-quadrant control. A STATCOM has the 

added ability to control the output current independently of the AC system voltage [40]. The 

DC component of the PEV can be utilised as the voltage source and can control the real power 

output of the device, and accept DC inputs from RESs.  
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Figure 18 Four-quadrant power control 

Relatively simple control can be achieved by creating an SVC device. To achieve four-quadrant 

control, a STATCOM device can be used. A STATCOM will inherently be more complicated 

but will allow for greater control of the reactive power. In a three-phase system, load balancing 

can be achieved simply through VAr control [73]. If a common DC bus is available, load 

balancing can be achieved by means of an integrated circuit control system.  

2.6. Centralised and Local Energy Storage 

There are two major energy storage configurations, central storage and local storage, each 

with their own positive and negative aspects. Figure 19 illustrates two scenarios on the same 

MV distribution network, with central storage on the left and local storage on the right. In this 

network, an assumption of eight residential dwellings with a total of three units of energy 

storage was made. An assumption was made that each LV distribution network had a 

normalised energy distribution. Centralised storage has several benefits that make it a viable 

option as a supportive supply system for the LV network. It has low infrastructure development 

cost and easy maintenance, as all storage devices are in the same location. PEVs may help 
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increase available energy storage by creating temporary centralised storage (e.g. a large PEV 

car park) and localised storage (e.g. a home charging station).   

 

Figure 19 Energy storage configurations: left) centralised storage, right) localised storage 

Centralised storage (Figure 19) has been used in utility grids since the 1990s to help manage 

power demand [16]. The energy storage used is dependent on the location (suburban or semi-

rural) of the installation and the load requirements. If there is a large land area available, 

alternative energy storage techniques can be utilised. Installations of this nature are made 

predominantly to deal with summer peak loads on networks where station transformers are not 

capable of supplying the required peak power for prolonged periods of time. Depending on the 

scale of the storage implemented and its location, the duration of a power outage can be reduced 

or entirely prevented. As the energy storage system will be located away from its end-users, 

transmission losses need to be considered when designing such systems. The transmission lines 

that feed the loads also need to be considered. If these lines cannot carry extra power to 

supplement peak loads, infrastructure upgrades may be required. 
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Local storage can be defined as a single entity in a network that contains storage, as illustrated 

in Figure 19. Like central storage solutions, many benefits to a grid can be achieved by local 

storage. As the storage is concentrated at the point of consumption, transmission efficiency 

gains can be achieved. With RESs such as solar PV being predominantly installed on residential 

premises, excess energy production can be directly fed into the local storage system [80]. The 

stored energy can then be sold to neighbours during peak load times, financially benefitting 

those households with energy storage solutions. This power-sharing technique will almost 

always be more efficient than increasing power generation at non-renewable power plants 

down the transmission network. As local storage implementations require a location at the load 

point, their size and noise must be minimised. This results in chemical storage (batteries) being 

the only option. Maintaining such storage may also become an issue if the original occupant 

decides to relocate. The new occupants may not be interested in maintaining the ESS, thus 

risking future safety and reliability issues. 

The use of PEVs as energy storage devices can become problematic when state of charge 

(SOC) requirements come into play. The SOC of an EV should not dip below the average 

commuter travelling distance, or to a point where the battery pack degrades. This may result in 

a useful energy capacity of only 10–20% from maximum capacity. By implementing ESSs 

with power flow management systems in localised or centralised configurations, peak loads, 

off-peak RES excess power production, transmission reliability and power outage issues can 

be mitigated [16, 81]. This can cause an intentional islanding effect, where some loads are not 

controlled by a local or feeder or deactivated during a fault [82]. Smart control of PEV energy 

storage combined with RESs can form the beginnings of an integrated smart grid network. 

2.7. Microgrids 

The formation of microgrids or smart grids is necessary to contain the projected growth of RES 

and PEV penetration on distribution grids. A microgrid is defined as a distributed resource 

island system according to IEEE standard 1547.4 [2]. By this definition, a microgrid is capable 

of self-sufficiently producing enough energy to sustain a localised distribution network as an 

independent “island”. Smart microgrids (SMG) are not yet formally defined by major 

organizations but have several common elements in the various definitions found in [11, 12, 

83-85]. In general, SMGs have the characteristics described in Table 1.  

Table 1 Smart microgrid characteristics 
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Characteristic Purpose 

Sensors 
Ability to measure load and generator characteristics 
 

Digital communication 
To enable a network to be observed and relay information 
regarding grid integrity 

Control The ability act upon varying load and generator capabilities 

Automation The ability to self-regulate autonomously and dynamically 

Integrated generation Accommodates and facilitates RESs, PEVs and ESSs 

Robust and efficient 
Provides multiple sources of generation to loads, following the 
most efficient path 

Reliability, security and quality 
Provides clean and consistent power that is free of harmonics at 
a unity power factor 

Marketable network 
Generates a sustainable network which can adapt in the long-
term 

A microgrid has major centralised power plants supported by smaller decentralised power 

plants (or ESSs) across a distribution network. In some cases, these power plants are installed 

by the energy distributors to maintain energy supply and stability. In other cases, consumers 

install small power plants to supply small areas of load demand to mitigate power outages [7]. 

In the case of distributed generation or energy storage, energy can be delivered at the point of 

use, thereby increasing the overall efficiency of the functioning transmission network [86].  

Distributed generation is a major component of microgrids and smart grids, where energy can 

be produced independently of the major power plants. Not only can distributed generation 

provide power to a local network during a disaster, but improvements can be made to the entire 

distribution network in terms of stability and reliability [7].  

Currently, there is a trend of implementing RESs into buildings and large-scale environments. 

The presence of such multiple generation points makes it difficult for traditional networks to 

maintain stable power delivery [87]. The concept of a smart grid revolves around advanced and 

controlled methods of energy delivery, production and consumption where each generator, load 

and distributor has characteristics that can be adjusted according to each other’s requirements 

[82]. Depending on the location, existing infrastructure and financial incentives, various levels 

of smart grid can be created. A smart grid can be achieved by utilising a power quality 

stabiliser, STATCOM, communications systems, and distributed generation and energy storage 

in conjunction with a smart controller to manage energy flow. Several of these systems can be 

combined into single units that can be utilised as off-board DC charging systems for PEVs [88, 
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89]. These systems have the potential to create distributed STATCOMs (D-STATCOMs), 

which ensure power factor correction for large, variable reactive loads. These have proven 

useful in maintaining a unity PF and improving power stability [90]. Applying this across a 

distribution network has the potential to create the backbone infrastructure of a sophisticated 

SMG. 

2.8. Challenges of PEV penetration in distribution grids 

There is substantial growth in the uptake of EVs in numerous countries and communities, 

including both the private and commercial sectors. In the five years between 2010 and 2015, 

there was substantial growth of battery-based EVs, from mere thousands in 2010 to over 

700,000 in 2015. Similarly, PHEV numbers have doubled annually from a few thousand to 

600,000 over the same timeframe [91].  EVs have several benefits over traditional fossil fuel-

powered vehicles with only a few drawbacks. Zero emissions and noise at the point of use, 

minimal maintenance costs, low energy costs and the potential for local energy production are 

all major benefits of EVs over internal combustion engine vehicles. So far, their primary 

disadvantage has been their higher cost due to high battery prices. This, in turn, has limited the 

range of affordable EVs and impeded market adoption. As the demand for lithium-based 

energy storage has increased, the supply of energy storage has become the predominant factor 

influencing the cost per kWh of lithium batteries each year. All forms of battery electric 

vehicles (BEVs) now benefit from gradual increases in range and decreases in purchasing costs. 

This gradual and substantial rise in PEV penetration will have impacts on distribution grids, as 

the charging of PEVs can be taxing on distribution infrastructure. Charging methods, power 

capacities and V2G integration are areas to consider within communities for the sustainable 

penetration of PEVs. As the cost of energy storage continues to decrease, replacement of PEV 

batteries to restore their range becomes more affordable. This brings about a market for second-

life PEV batteries, with potential for use in community-based battery energy storage systems 

(BESSs). 

 PEVs in Communities 

There are three classes of vehicles that constitute PEVs: BEVs, hydrogen fuel cell EVs (HFCs) 

and PHEVs. All these vehicle types can interconnect with distribution networks with varying 

energy storage capacities. BEVs typically contain the largest amount of battery energy storage, 

as HEVs and PHEVs combine electrical energy storage with liquid or high-pressure chemical 
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fuels. Nevertheless, all PEV vehicles can charge or absorb energy from the grid and, in some 

instances, return that energy through V2G integration [92]. V2G integration transforms PEVs 

into a substantial distributable load and potential energy source.  

Industrial

Commercial

Residential

PEV

PEV in Communities

 
Figure 20 PEV providing a link between residential, industrial and commercial loads [93] 

Such mass storage has the capability to provide numerous benefits to both electricity suppliers 

and local consumers, be they residential, industrial or commercial. PEV owners would most 

likely have charging facilities at their residential premises. Some industries already include 

specified parking bays for PEV vehicles, as do commercial buildings and parking lots. PEV 

integration is broadly seen as a future development in microgrids and smart grids [93].  

2.9. PEV charging technologies 

One of the crucial challenges facing PEV penetration into electricity grids and communities is 

their charging capability and availability. The main concern of consumers is to be able to charge 

PEVs in the shortest possible time [94]. On the other hand, PEV charging stations are required 

to provide charging capability for PEVs that use a range of charging technologies. Therefore, 

it is necessary to develop PEV charging technologies in parallel with the increase in PEV usage 

in communities. 

To charge PEVs, two main charging technologies are available: contact-based charging and 

wireless charging. Contact-based charging includes AC and DC charging methods. For high-

power charging applications, AC on-board charging and DC off-board charging are currently 

used. The benefit of DC over AC charging is its normalized voltage and current range, which 

is the same all over the world. Different sockets are used to charge PEV onboard batteries. The 

sockets are designed for DC and single- or three-phase AC and connections. Power delivery is 

limited to the socket’s technology and the type of charging. Combined AC/DC sockets have 
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the benefits of both charging methods and higher charging ranges [95]. On the other hand, 

contactless charging technology, or wireless charging, provides another solution. However, it 

requires complex infrastructure and has limited power transfer rates. Among the different 

battery chemistries employed in PEVs, nickel metal hydride (NiMH) and lithium ion (Li-ion) 

are most popular [96]. 

There are different standards for PEV charging systems that consider safety, reliability, 

durability, rated power and the cost of different charging methods [94]. Two of the main 

standards used in the literature are SAE J1772 [97] and IEC 61851-1 [98]. These specify 

different charging levels, which are summarised as follows [99]: 

• Level 1 charging: Mainly employed for slow single-phase on-board charging for 

domestic household applications or long-term PEV parking.  

• Level 2 charging: Used for quick private and public PEV charging. 

• Level 3 AC and DC charging: For high-power applications and fast public PEV 

charging. 

A summary of the various levels of charging is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 PEV charging levels [98] 

Charging Method Connection Power (kW) Voltage (V) Location 

Normal power 
(Level 1) 

1-phase AC connection 3.7 Single-phase 230 V AC Domestic 

Medium power 
(Level 2 > 2+) 

1- or 3-phase AC 
connection 

3.7-22 Single- or three-phase Semi-public 

High power 
(Level 3) 

3-phase AC connection >22 Three-phase 400 V AC Public 

High power 
(Level 3) 

DC connection >22 480 V DC Public 

 

 Infrastructure and control 

One of the benefits of integrating substantial numbers of PEVs into power grids is that they 

can provide an enormous potential source of energy storage for the community. This can be in 

the forms of PEVs providing energy back to the grid or using second-life PEV batteries for 
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other purposes. The integration of a large fleet of PEVs into the grid mainly benefits two 

parties: PEV owners and the utility grid [92]. To be able to engage PEVs as energy storage 

resources, a bidirectional Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) infrastructure is required. V2G technology 

provides many services to the community, including ancillary services like frequency and 

voltage regulation, active power support, reactive power compensation, power factor 

regulation and support for the integration of renewable energy resources [100].  

One of the challenges in V2G systems is the complexity of bidirectional battery chargers, which 

require additional switching hardware and control software when compared to a standard 

unidirectional charging system. The common components of a bidirectional battery charger are 

an AC/DC converter, DC/DC converter, battery management system (BMS), and protection 

circuits. The DC/DC converter is employed as either a buck or boost converter in the charging 

or discharging mode. The roles of an AC/DC converter are to rectify AC power to charge the 

PEV and invert DC power to give power back to the grid. The integration of PEVs to grids can 

be coordinated by intelligently scheduling PEVs to discharge them in periods when electricity 

has higher prices (peak hours) and charge them when the price is lower (off-peak hours). To 

implement such a system and infrastructure, an advanced control, communication, and 

optimization system incorporated into the grid and PEV management system is required. 

 Grid Stability  

One of the main challenges of PEV penetration in distribution grids is dealing with grid 

stability, especially in cases with a substantial number of PEVs. To provide such stability, the 

impact of PEVs on the load and generation sides of the grid should be investigated. First, 

generation units are required to meet PEV charging demand. Therefore, it is important to 

control PEV charging and mitigate the impact of PEV loads, as uncontrolled charging can lead 

to undesirable grid impacts such as power quality problems. In order to prevent extra PEV load 

on the grid, charging needs to be controlled and shifted to off-peak hours and, thus, there is no 

need for additional power generation and, consequently, no limitation of PEV penetration. To 

shift PEV charging to off-peak hours, utilities employ time of use (TOU) tariff strategies. 

According to TOU tariffs, the electricity price is lower during off-peak hours, which motivates 

PEV owners to charge within this period. However, it should be considered that load-shifting 

to off-peak hours requires optimized scheduling, otherwise it can cause even higher peak 

demand. 
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To increase the number of PEVs integrated into the grid, optimized charging/discharging 

algorithms that consider the benefits of PEV owners and utilities are required. To maximize 

the benefits to the utility, optimization algorithms minimize the impact of PEVs, total 

electricity generation costs, energy losses and infrastructure costs. Furthermore, different 

demand-response strategies are applied to flatten demand profiles in cases of high PEV 

integration [99]. On the other hand, to provide benefits to PEV owners while considering grid 

constraints, optimization algorithms are employed to minimize charging costs and maximize 

discharging profits [100]. Additionally, charging rate and charging time are factors that should 

be considered in the optimization algorithms, as they influence PEV owner benefits [101]. By 

fulfilling the requirements of PEV owners and utilities, grid stability is less of a concern.  

2.10. PEV Limitations 

Although there are many benefits imagined for PEVs and V2G systems, there are challenges 

and limitations to overcome as well. Among many of the challenges, battery degradation, high 

investment cost and social barriers are significant. Batteries have limited lifetimes and many 

factors influence their aging rates. One of the main influences on aging is the charge and 

discharge rate, as higher rates degrade batteries more quickly. A degraded battery may not be 

functional in PEVs and V2G systems, yet it may still have benefits for the community. PEV 

batteries can be repurposed and reused for stationary and utility applications after the end of 

their useful lifetimes in PEVs [102].  

One of the other limitations is the high investment cost of the PEV industry. The cost of PEVs 

in the market and their required infrastructure are still high compared to combustion engine 

vehicles and their infrastructure. In other words, there needs to be high investment in the 

development and implementation of V2G infrastructure and different PEV components such 

as batteries, battery chargers and control systems. On the other hand, energy losses and safety 

issues are among other challenges that need to be specifically considered for PEVs and V2G 

systems in communities. One of the causes of the high prices of PEVs is their low rate of 

acceptance by society. To increase the number of PEVs and EV charging stations in the 

community, a comprehensive and reliable V2G network is required to guarantee the 

requirements of PEV owners at all times [93].  Vehicles with electricity storage and the ability 

to connect to the electrical grid; i.e., PHEVs and PEVs, will both be referred to as “PEVs” for 

the remainder of this thesis.  
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3. Design of a Microgrid Testing 

Facility 
In this chapter, the methodologies and implementation of a smart microgrid (SMG) testing 

facility are presented. As seen in Chapter 2, and notably in Section 2.7, microgrids are required 

to facilitate expanding RES and PEV penetration, as well as to maintain grid stability, 

efficiency and reliability. To establish a physical microgrid for the purposes of this research, a 

testing facility was required. An SMG testing facility was developed to provide a test-bench 

environment to develop and analyse modern technologies, topologies and control systems for 

SMG architectures. This allowed different methodologies to be analysed with varying levels 

and types of communication, control, energy storage, distributed generation and mode settings.  

3.1. Design Considerations for a Microgrid Testing Facility 

When considering the design of a testing facility for microgrid technologies, several key 

aspects must be addressed. These include the system’s purpose, efficiency target, reliability 

and future integration options. 

• System purpose: To provide a facility for testing all aspects of a microgrid, including 

various forms of DG and RES, and energy storage, inverter and communication 

technologies. 

• Efficiency target: As the goal of this system is to provide an optimized microgrid 

configuration, the highest overall efficiency will be pursued. This includes the 

efficiency of electricity generation, conversion and storage.  

• Level of robustness: A major target of a testing facility is to provide several levels of 

robustness to the system, specifically focusing on monitoring and communications. By 

having multiple levels of monitoring and communications, data integrity can be 

assured. 

• Future integration options: The testing facility must be able to facilitate multiple forms 

of RES, energy storage and inverter technology. There must also be an option for 

expanding all areas of the system.  
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 Location selection 

Building N44 at Griffith University’s Nathan Campus was selected as the prime candidate for 

the testing facility for several reasons. The power consumption characteristics of this building 

are considered to be erratic, it has ample space for energy storage, it has solar PV and testing 

equipment, a trafficable roof and space for future expansion. This enables easy access to all 

aspects of the installation for conducting experiments, monitoring and future modification. The 

loading structure along with the roof space are presented in Figure 21. 

 

Figure 21 Diagram of Griffith University's building N44, outlining loads and installation areas 

Building N44 is well-equipped with power quality monitoring devices, which are installed on 

several floors. Schneider PM5350 and PM5300 power quality units are positioned at the point 

of common coupling (PCC) of the building (Level 1) as well as more notably also on Level 3 

near the roof space. All the power quality meters in this building are polled at a minimum of 

10-minute intervals. 
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 Distributed Generation 

3.1.2.1. Distributed generation reflecting RES 

Providing a DG source is a necessary step in creating a microgrid testing facility. DG can take 

the form of any source of generation external to the distribution network. The most common 

DG in the area near the selected building is solar PV. Building N44 has a slanted plant room 

with a PV array on its roof that has an optimal tilt deviation of 8° and a 17° deviation from 

north. As the desired roof space was limited in size, the most efficient commercially-available 

solar PV modules were chosen: SunPower E20 series modules. 42 modules each have a high 

efficiency rating of 20% and a power capacity of 327 W, generating a peak power of 14 kW.  

3.1.2.2. Energy storage 

As a microgrid cannot solely supply power through the use of a DG system (i.e. solar PV), 

energy storage is essential. Energy storage can be used for a number of different power 

management functions, including peak load shifting, peak demand management and 

uninterruptable power supply (UPS) functionality [1]. 

To test the benefits of DG on a distribution network in the three areas mentioned above, high-

performance energy storage is required. Alongside microgrid power management, testing of 

PEV charging characteristics and V2G functionality is necessary to identify stability issues in 

all levels of SMGs [103]. For these reasons, high-performance Lithium-ion polymer (Li-ion) 

batteries are a necessity. By modifying the battery energy storage characteristics, a V2G system 

can be physically analysed and utilised as part of an SMG network. The integration of energy 

storage components will create a power system capable of being utilised across entire suburbs 

to regulate and control energy consumption, generation and storage. 

 Inverters and Power Conversion 

3.1.3.1. Commercial Inverters  

Inverter systems are part of many RES power conversion techniques used to connect a 

distributed generator to a TDN. Two inverter technologies are currently utilised to achieve this 

power conversion function: older transformer-based inverters and newer transformerless 

inverters. Transformerless inverters differ from transformer-based inverters in that they do not 

contain a low-frequency transformer for coupling to the distribution grid; rather, they utilise 

power electronics and a high-frequency transformer to convert power. Higher efficiencies and 
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smaller transformer sizes can be obtained with transformerless inverters. High-efficiency 

commercially-available inverters were used as test cases in the microgrid testing facility. SMA 

inverters were utilised due to their market robustness, high overall efficiency and 

communications links. The SMA inverters included a SunnyBoy TriPower 10000TL and two 

SunnyBoy 2100TL transformerless inverters. Installing two 2100TL inverters enabled side-by-

side solar PV topology comparisons without introducing additional uncertainties. By using an 

SMA SunnyBoy Web-box, power data from the inverters could be obtained. 

 Solar PV DC/DC Converters 

Series-connected solar PV systems are widespread among solar installations. Their simplicity 

of installation and higher voltage benefits makes them suitable for most systems. Issues with 

series string configurations can arise when shading occurs on a connected panel. Before the 

introduction of solar PV bypass diodes, a single impeded cell would severely restrict power 

flow to the entire string. With bypass diodes in place, only the cells connected to the diode 

cease to produce accumulative energy. In circumstances where a bypass diode does not 

activate, perhaps due to diffuse shading from a tree branch, the string would be just as impaired 

as if there was no bypass diode in place. This problem can be solved by using a parallel 

configuration with DC/DC converters across each module. A DC/DC converter removes the 

high current issues associated with a parallel PV connection while maintaining shading 

protection. Potential benefits are obtained by using the DC/DC converters to directly link the 

solar modules, batteries and STATCOM inverters as, out of the three, solar panels have the 

most variable power output [104]. Initial tests consisted of six parallel DC/DC converters 

coupled to SunPower panels connected to a 2.1 kW SMA inverter. The topology will be 

compared with an identical series string-connected PV system to assess its benefits and 

drawbacks. 

3.1.4.1. Communications 

An important aspect in the design of a new microgrid is the type of communications system 

that is to be implemented. If importance is not placed on implementing the right 

communications system, future control, monitoring and data collection processes will suffer. 

For the microgrid testing facility installation, a common and robust communications protocol 

was chosen: the Modbus protocol. Modbus is an industry standard protocol that can 

communicate digital data via the utilisation of a packet lookup table. This relatively simple 
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design also has benefits in terms of compatibility with a variety of equipment and can be 

transmitted through Ethernet via Modbus TCP/IP. Modbus is attractive for the presented 

methodology as it has the capacity to form a robust underlying communications structure for 

the microgrid. 

Load forecasting and control systems require both instantaneous and historical data to 

accurately achieve their tasks. This brings about the necessity for data retention and storage. 

Once data has been collected, it must be stored and analysed. Two methods of data retention 

were utilised to ensure robust and diversified data storage. The primary method of data storage 

was through a commercial data storage package, OSI PI. PI has the capability of managing 

copious amounts of data and storing it via compression algorithms on large servers. The second 

method utilises a relatively simple MySQL data server to store collected data locally. By 

aggregating multiple local datasets together, a cloud computing data infrastructure topology 

can be created. This type of topology allows aggregated control of small microgrids so that 

they can form a smart microgrid. 

3.1.4.2. Measurement and Monitoring 

To ensure high accuracy and reliability of the testing facility, several levels of monitoring were 

utilised. Two distributor-standard three-phase power meters (EDMI MK10A) were used to 

monitor power flow in and out of the inverters. These meters provided accurate measurements 

of power, energy and power quality to and from the grid and inverters. All the SMA inverters 

had onboard power flow monitoring, with communications via the SunnyBoy Web-Box, and 

provided AC power and quality figures along with DC power parameters. The STATCOM 

solutions also display similar power characteristics with communications conducted via the 

Modbus protocol. To test the accuracy and efficiency of the inverters and STATCOMs, 

additional DC power monitoring was implemented. DC power monitoring was conducted 

through isolated voltage sensors and Hall-effect current sensors. A representation of the 

combined microgrid testing facility layout is illustrated in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22 Simplified electrical and communications infrastructure of the microgrid testing facility 

 

3.2. Griffith Hybrid AC/DC MG Architecture Design 

The H-MG testing facility at Griffith University was built to undertake testing of the impacts 

of STATCOMs, energy storage, solar PV generation methods, wind turbines, and 

communication and control systems in a commercial environment and to investigate energy 

management in a commercial H-MG. 

 Design Considerations  

Extensive design considerations were made in approaching the design of the H-MG testing 

facility. These considerations included current and future applications where usability and 

reliability are key elements in prolonging the life expectancy of an installation. For this matter, 

high-quality and high-efficiency components were utilised to ensure project longevity. The 

initial design procedure separated the testing space according to three research topics for 

investigation sub-set from the initial energy management target. These topics were: 
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• Investigation of solar PV topologies, solar power converters (DC/DC, DC/AC) and 

wind turbines; 

• Power conversion, control and energy storage management via the use of STATCOMs; 

and 

• Energy storage system analysis with additional analysis of the impacts of PEVs  

These three topics determined the structure and monitoring of the testing facility so it would 

provide the best energy management solutions for current and future technologies. The design 

and installation procedure proved to be difficult with numerous standard consultations and 

university-specific installation requirements. A flowchart of the system build is presented in 

[105]. 

 System Architecture Design 

The design methodology utilised in the development of the H-MG was similar to that used in 

the construction of a standard MG, but with the addition of a DC bus. The system had a 

common AC bus which was set to 400 V, which is low voltage according to the Australian 

standard. Three single-phase Power IQ STATCOMs comprised a 200 V low voltage DC bus. 

In this case, the power generation (both active power and reactive power) from each phase was 

controllable. A three-phase Elevare STATCOM was also connected to the AC bus to achieve 

three-phase power generation control. The DC voltage for the Elevare STATCOM ranges from 

500 V to 800 V, which were determined by the minimum and maximum state of charge of the 

battery. The overall design of the H-MG is visualised in Figure 23. It can be noted that the 200 

V DC loads indicated in Figure 23 included a Three-Phase Semikron Programmable 

STATCOM Inverter located in the Griffith University Power Electronics Research Laboratory. 

Other DC loads included scientific apparatus which utilized a form of rectification to achieve 

near-200 V DC potentials. These rectifiers were ultimately replaced with DC/DC converters to 

utilise the 200 V DC bus. Current 700 V DC loads included a prototype V2G bi-directional 

charging station located in the Power Electronics Research Lab. 
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Figure 23 Structure of the H-MG system in the N44 building 

 

3.2.2.1. Griffith University N44 Building Load 

The power consumption in building N44 fluctuates a lot due to the great number of labs it 

contains and inductive loads. Severe demand peaks are given special attention in this system 

as they may cause additional financial charges. In addition, there is enough space for PV, 

energy storage units and testing equipment to be installed and expanded. Moreover, N44 is also 

adjacent to an upcoming V2G-capable building that will be developed into other MGs to build 

a multi-MG system. The N44 building provided a perfect location for building the hybrid MG 

testing facility. The local distribution network that building N44 is connected to, and its internal 

network structure, are illustrated in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24 Local distribution network connected to building N44 
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Figure 25 Electrical network structure in building N44 
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The instantaneous perceived load (apparent power) on the network can be simply described by 

Equation (22), where the building loads and generation sources determine the overall load.  

𝑃B =  (𝑃Mech + 𝑃Live) − (𝑃RES + 𝑃GEN + 𝑃ESS + 𝑃PFC)     (22) 

Where 𝑃B = total apparent power in the building, 𝑃Mecℎ = mechanical base load of the building, 

𝑃Live = variable live load, 𝑃RES = power generation by intermittent renewable energy, 𝑃GEN = 

power generation by steady-state generators, 𝑃ESS = energy storage system, and  𝑃PFC is the 

power characteristic of the power factor correction devices. 

As both real and reactive power contribute to the building load, each element within 𝑃𝐵 can be 

described as per Equation (23). 

𝑃𝐿𝑖 =
𝑉𝐼

2
cos(𝜃) =

1

2
𝐼2|𝑍| cos(𝜃)     (23) 

Where 𝑃𝐿𝑖 = average power in a load element, 𝑉 and 𝐼 = peak amplitudes of the voltage and 

current waveforms, respectively, 𝜃 = phase angle between 𝑉 and 𝐼, and 𝑍 = impedance of the 

load.  

By incorporating both real and reactive components, the apparent power represents the 

building’s total load on the network. This data is presented as a characteristic curve in Figure 

4. As can be seen, the building’s annual average apparent power characteristic contained two 

peaks at about 12:00 pm and 4:00 pm correlating with the variable live utilisation of the 

building. Live utilisation of the building includes any load other than the mechanical base load 

of the building. Timed loads can be seen switching on at 4:30 am and 7:30 am, which correlate 

with mechanical loads such as air compressors, vacuums and air conditioning (HVAC) 

systems. Abrupt reductions in energy usage correlate with automatic electrical network 

shutdown procedures for computers and secondary HVAC systems, typically observed at 

around 7:00 pm and 11:00 pm. The average static load for the building was 100 kVA. 
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Figure 26 Daily load cycle of the N44 building, averaged over a year 

 DC Bus Topology 

3.2.3.1. Solar PV System 

The testing facility included two 2 kW solar PV systems, one 10 kW solar system and a pre-

existing 1.5 kW solar system. Together, there was a total peak solar generation capacity of 15.5 

kW.  

The configurations of the two 2 kW systems consisted of a standard series installation and a 

panel-by-panel modifiable system. This interchangeable system alongside a standard 

installation allowed for comparative analyses of various products available from the solar PV 

market. The primary purpose of this comparative 2 kW system was to determine the 

effectiveness of DC/DC converters on every PV panel in a parallel topology. This configuration 

forms a completely different architecture to what is currently utilised in the market. 

3.2.3.2. DC/DC Converters 

The DC/DC converters created a stabilised voltage DC bus capable of transferring power 

independently to the AC network. DC/DC converters allow the use of a controllable DC bus to 
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which DC components such as batteries can be directly connected with minimum additional 

componentry.  

The advanced one-stage PV solar energy storage configuration introduced in this project 

attracted market interest, and a schematic is shown in Figure 27. Each solar panel was equipped 

with a DC-DC converter that regulated the voltage level to the required battery charging range 

of 336–470 V. The DC-DC converter also had an inbuilt maximum power point tracking 

(MPPT) function to obtain the maximum possible power from the PV panels. Every solar panel 

unit was operating independently so that failure in one or more units did not affect the operation 

of the entire system.  

 

Figure 27 Illustration of PV energy storage system configuration for the single-phase system 

3.2.3.2.1. Meeting the Criteria for AC/DC MG Element  

In order to realise the benefits of the one-stage PV energy storage configuration, some 

requirements need to be met by the converter. It needed to be (1) compact and inexpensive, (2) 

have galvanic isolation, (3) high efficiency, (4) a high voltage gain ratio, (5) a broad voltage 

regulation range and (6) light load operation. Therefore, LLC resonant-type converters with 

HF isolation transformers were selected. To achieve soft-switching of zero-voltage switching 

(ZVS) or zero-current switching (ZCS) in the LLC converter, a resonant tank was required at 

the front end of the converter. In order to reduce the converter volume, the best solution was to 

integrate the resonant tank with the transformer [106]. 

3.2.3.3. Battery Energy Storage  

The N44 H-MG installation had storage in the form of 60 kWh of Kokam® lithium-ion batteries 

and 20 kWh of Toshiba® lithium-titanite batteries. These batteries were configured as two 
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strings of low and high voltage DC, based upon a single-phase or three-phase installation. The 

batteries were charged directly via the DC bus, where the DC/DC converters acted as a voltage-

controlled charger for the battery bank. Each battery bank had an on-board battery management 

system (BMS) to prolong battery life and ensure safe operating conditions for the lithium cells. 

Energy storage can be used for peak load shifting, peak demand management and 

uninterruptible power supply function. Since there was a possibility of connecting PEVs to the 

MG system, it was necessary to test the PEV charging characteristics and V2G function to keep 

the system stable. Therefore, the hybrid MG system used high-performance Kokam® lithium-

ion polymer batteries to solve such problems.  

 AC Bus Topology 

3.2.4.1. Inverters 

Since the MG had both AC and DC buses, there was a necessity to convert DC power to AC 

power. In this context, proper inverters should be selected to achieve such a function. In this 

system, SMA® transformerless inverters were adopted. SMA® has a strong market around the 

world and its inverters are highly efficient and possess and communication links. Unlike 

traditional transformer-based inverters, SMA® inverters use power electronics and high-

frequency transformers (very small size) to convert power. The inverters implemented in this 

system were one SunnyBoy® TriPower® 10000TL and two SunnyBoy® 2100TL 

transformerless inverters. The two 2100TL inverters ensured that the solar PV panels operated 

steadily without problematic uncertainties. In addition, through the SMA® SunnyBoy® Web-

box, all parameters related to the inverters could be monitored. 

 Control, Communication and Monitoring System 

The experimental MG required a control and communication system to operate [107]. A proper 

communication system was required to measure variables on the load and generation sides, 

manage the protection system, and facilitate the operation of the control and management 

system. Running a communication system enabled the control system to receive and analyse 

data and send commands to different devices within the MG. This section explains the design 

of the communication, monitoring [108] and control systems at primary, secondary and tertiary 

control levels.  
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3.2.5.1. Communication and Monitoring System 

Accurate monitoring of solar PV generation, conversion and building loads was essential for 

comparing and analysing the different aspects of the MG testing facility. Monitoring of the AC 

side of the facility was conducted via two systems: 1) industry-standard EDMI MK10A power 

quality meters on the inverter and 2) an external, portable, data-logging, three-phase power 

quality analyser that was independent of the other systems. DC monitoring was conducted at 

multiple stages depending on the location of the facility. Some of the solar PV modules were 

monitored on a panel-by-panel basis via the DC/DC converters and a solar panel monitoring 

system that also monitored temperature and solar irradiance. Solar irradiance was determined 

by two systems: 1) an SMA Sunny Sensorbox® and 2) a high-precision ambient light sensor 

coupled to a Raspberry Pi® computer. The two sets of sensor data were compared against those 

of a neighbouring building with a pyranometer and pyrheliometer to maintain accuracy. The 

10 kW system’s PV strings alongside the 2 kW interchangeable system had the capability of 

being monitored via an analogue measuring device and RedLion® monitor. At the same 

location, digital logging handheld calibrated multimeters (Keysight® 1242B) were utilised to 

further monitor the DC network with high accuracy and reliability. The implemented systems 

included multiple access points for measuring and monitoring the DC and AC networks. This 

ensured an unbiased monitoring system to maintain system integrity. In this project, Modbus 

and CAN Bus protocols were mainly employed for the experimental MG communication 

system. In cases where Modbus or CAN Bus were not available, HTTP TCP/IP was used for 

communication between the installed devices. The overall communication and monitoring 

system is illustrated in Figure 28.  
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Figure 28 Building N44’s experimental MG communication architecture 

 

3.3. Implementation of a Hybrid AC/DC MG  

After the design of the hybrid AC/DC MG, the next step was to implement and install hardware 

and software to run various testing scenarios to improve the functionality of MG at the 

component and system levels. The experimental hybrid AC/DC MG implementation consisted 

of three main sections: DC, AC, and communication and monitoring.  

 DC Bus 

3.3.1.1. Solar PV System 

According to the design procedure, solar PV and wind were the main sources of energy used 

in this project. Solar modules with different technologies were installed on the roof of the N44 

building at Griffith University to investigate the performance of the PV panels. Different 

parallel and series combinations of PV panels were also used to further study the performance 

of the DC bus in the experimental hybrid MG. Figure 29 depicts the PV panels installed for the 

N44 AC/DC MG.  
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Figure 29 N44 MG solar PV test configuration 

Within Figure 29, location A1-S1 and INV 1/2 contained 30 SunPower® E20 series 327 W solar 

modules. These modules were divided into six strings of five modules. This combination was 

necessary for interchangeability between the different inverter and STATCOM technologies. 

Location INV 3 contained six SunPower® E20 series 327 W modules with connection options 

at the marshalling box. The connections from each module were brought back to the 

marshalling box to enable testing of the DC/DC converter and inverter technologies. Location 

Baseline INV 4 contained six SunPower® E20 series 327 W modules with a standard series 

connection. These modules served as the base case for the microgrid testing facility. Location 

INV 5 contained 10 Kyocera solar modules with a combined power rating of 1.5 kW. This 

system was an existing installation from 2010. 

3.3.1.2. DC/DC Converter 

DC/DC converters were employed in the experimental MG to improve the efficiency of the 

system. Implementation of the converters facilitated efficiency testing, shading analysis and 

DC bus voltage level control in the MG. Installation of DC/DC converters allows more efficient 

battery charging and discharging. Figure 30 illustrates the enclosure containing the DC/DC 

converters installed at the experimental MG. 
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Figure 30 Marshalling enclosure with basic DC/DC converter configuration 

 

 Battery Energy Storage 

The other DC-side component used in the experimental MG was battery energy storage (BES). 

Two battery packs were employed in this testing facility (Kokam and Toshiba). Batteries were 

connected to the DC bus and charged or discharged through the PV system or the grid. The 

installed battery packs are illustrated in Figure 31. The cost per kWh of the Kokam battery 

system was less than that of the Toshiba system, allowing for a substantially larger energy 

storage capacity with the available funds. Thus, it was used as the primary energy storage 

system. 

 

Figure 31 Battery energy storage systems: Kokam® 60 kWh (left) and Toshiba 20 kWh (right) 
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 AC Bus  

The AC side of the hybrid AC/DC MG involved the connection of the inverters and 

STATCOMs to the grid. Conventional SMA inverters were installed in this experimental MG 

as a reference to compare with the STATCOMs. In Figure 32 and Figure 33, the installation of 

the AC bus and communication and monitoring sections are illustrated. 

 

Figure 32 N44 MG AC-side control and communication station, Side A 

 

Figure 33 N44 MG AC-side control and communication station, Side B 
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 Communication and Monitoring System 

As an essential part of the MG, a communication and control system was implemented in order 

to receive data from devices and send commands back to the components in the MG. The 

control and communication server was developed in Python programming language. The 

Pymodbus library was incorporated into the MG as a full Modbus protocol implementation. In 

the control server, a data acquisition and monitoring system were used to serve the received 

data to a website and log it into a MySQL database. The data acquisition system connected to 

the devices and polled every 10 seconds. Then, the collected data was streamed to the website 

to allow data observation and was logged in the MySQL database [108].  

The experimental MG communication and monitoring system comprised various measurement 

and data logging methods, including SMA SunnyBoy WebBox, and RedLion data loggers, a 

Raspberry Pi computer, a STATCOM Modbus interface, power meters, and voltage, current, 

and temperature sensors (Figure 34). The SMA inverters used SunnyBoy WebBox to acquire 

data on their parameters. SunnyBoy WebBox transmitted data to inverters via Modbus RS485 

and HTTP TCP/IP. 

 

Figure 34 SMA SunnyBoy® WebBox, Schneider switch communication and Cisco internet router 

The RedLion® data logger is a communication and control platform used as a master module. 

It mainly works as a gateway and gathers data from power meters that is sent to the control 

server via Modbus TCP/IP (Figure 35). Voltage, current and temperature sensors were installed 

to monitor the temperatures of the devices inside the cabinets and the solar panels and to 
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monitor the voltage and current of each solar panel. The sensors were connected to each other 

via I2C bus and a Raspberry Pi computer connected the sensors to the control server. Three-

phase EDMI power meters were installed to monitor inverter and STATCOM data in real-time. 

Power meters sent information to the data logger via Modbus RS485. 

 

Figure 35 Monitoring system components: RedLion data logger, Raspberry Pi computer and EDMI 

meters [108] 

The main Schneider switch was installed as an MG protection device and provided local and 

remote access, allowing the sending of commands to switch it on and off for islanding mode 

transition (Figure 36). The switch had a power monitoring unit that provided real-time 

information on the main electrical values and sent the data via a Modbus interface module.  
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Figure 36 N44 MG switchboard, including Schneider smart mains switch 

 

3.4. AC/DC MG Testing Facility Performance and Results 

 Simulation results based on load and generation data 

Since the conception of the microgrid testing facility, tests and simulations of many aspects of 

microgrids were conducted. Research progress related to the microgrid testing facility relied 

on the implemented data collection and storage systems. This research included validation of 

design simulations (such as that presented in [109]), development of new forecasting and 

scheduling models, and analyses of three-phase STATCOM, DC/DC converters and energy 

storage solutions. As the microgrid testing facility continued to expand, further developments 

in smart grid and microgrid technologies were made. 

The trial microgrid allowed different types of load forecasting models to be developed. The 

purpose of the load forecast models was to provide control and scheduling systems information 

about future states of the building’s load. This information included the magnitude and duration 

of peak load periods, the magnitude and duration of low-load periods, and energy consumption. 

This was useful for the energy storage or load shifting scheduling systems, such that they could 

have more precise estimates of when the battery bank should be discharged and charged, or 

when loads should be shed, such as in peak load periods.  
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Figure 37 and Figure 38 are examples of two load forecasting models that were developed. The 

first model is a 24-hour-ahead load forecast model that could be used to forecast the next day’s 

load curve, and the second model was a short-term (15-minute-ahead) forecast model.  

 

Figure 37 Observed and ARMA time series 24-hour-ahead forecast of building N44’s load over one 

week 

Both models were developed according to the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) time 

series modelling technique, whereby lags of the load and errors of previous forecasts are used 

as input variables. The 24-hour-ahead forecast model had a reasonable degree of accuracy as 

it could account for the general trend and magnitude of the next day load characteristic. The 

short-term forecast model had a significantly higher degree of accuracy as it was able to closely 

match the observed loads. 
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Figure 38 Observed and ARMA time series 15-minute-ahead forecast of building N44’s load over one 

day 

The developed forecast models were used in an energy storage scheduling system developed 

using data from the trial microgrid. The energy storage scheduling system aimed to reduce 

N44’s peak load by calculating an optimal charge and discharge schedule for the three-phase 

battery bank. The system attempted to charge during low load periods and discharge during 

peak load periods, as represented by Figure 39. Similar to [110, 111], the system used the 24-

hour-ahead model to produce a load curve forecast and calculate an initial schedule. Due to its 

higher accuracy, the online component of the scheduling system used the 15-minute-ahead 

forecast to adjust the schedule before dispatching for the purposes of mitigating scheduling 

errors.  
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Figure 39 Battery energy management scheduling for peak load shifting and valley filling 

 

 Building Load and PV Solar Performance 

The N44 building load in the experimental MG follows a commercial load characteristic. 

Commercial loads tend to peak in the middle of the day with either one or two peaks, whereas 

residential loads tend to have two distinct peaks; one in the morning and the other in the evening 

[112]. As solar PV generates energy during the day with a peak near to the middle of the day, 

peak electricity supply and demand are concurrent. This coincidence can reduce the peak 

commercial load demand, consequently decreasing the amount of peak demand electricity 

purchased from the grid.  
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Figure 40  N44 building’s daily load, solar generation during summer months (December to February, 

left) and winter months (June to August, right) 

A clear benefit of load reduction can be seen in Figure 40. With the implementation of solar 

generation, summer and winter loads are reduced. The energy reduction in summer is more 

substantial than that in winter, partially due to the fixed position of the solar panels, but 

predominantly due to the increased heating load during winter. As the location of the N44 H-

MG was in Brisbane, Australia, latitude 27.47 degrees and pitched at a tilt angle of 35 degrees, 

there was only a slight difference in solar production between summer and winter. With the 

array’s 17° deviation from north, winter months tended have increased generation during the 

mornings between 8:00–11:00 am. In summer months, solar generation has the potential to 

substantially reduce the peak demand, from 131 kW to 122 kW, and reduce the overall daily 

energy consumption by 96 kWh. In winter months, a reduction in the energy profile of 146 kW 

to 137 kW can be achieved, along with an energy consumption reduction of 93 kWh.  
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4. DC/DC Converter in an HV DC Bus  
 

Considering the effects of shading and introducing energy storage improve the yield of a 

standard solar array, as was tested in Section 3.4.2. This chapter presents the design techniques 

and performance evaluation of an LLC resonant DC/DC converter, which was presented in 

Section 2.3.4 and reviewed in Section 2.3.5. The converter was used to connect individual PV 

modules to a high voltage DC bus managed by a lithium-ion BESS. The performance of the 

DC/DC converter was experimentally verified under the ideal case of a clear and sunny day 

and also under shaded conditions. The DC/DC converter formed a major part of the DC 

network in the H-MG structure, where DC RESs were directly coupled to the DC bus and 

directly charged the BESS.  

4.1. LLC DC/DC Converter Design Characteristics 

The DC/DC converter used for the purposes of MPPT and BESS charging was designed with 

an LLC topology. The LLC resonant topology was chosen due to its many benefits over other 

conversion topologies, such as its frequency-controlled input and output power conversion, 

consistent high efficiency over a wide frequency range, galvanic isolation and high efficiency 

with resonance [58, 113]. This efficiency was improved in the transformer as the LLC topology 

reduced switching losses through zero-voltage and zero-current switching. The on-off 

switching conditions occurred at a time in the resonant cycle when the switch current was zero.  

This facilitated zero-power switching as there was no current flowing during the switching 

cycle, which improved efficiency. The resonant network also filtered higher harmonic currents, 

allowing only a sinusoidal current to flow through the resonant network. This further improved 

the efficiency of conversion by the transformer.  
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Figure 41 Image of the LLC DC/DC converter in its enclosure 

The LLC resonant converter topology achieves these goals via the utilisation of high-frequency 

operation and frequency-resonant tank control. The converter is presented in Figure 41 and was 

designed to the specifications listed in Table 3 and in accordance with the SunPower E20 series  

327 W solar module. 

Table 3 Solar module and LLC DC/DC converter specifications 

SunPower E20 327 solar module attribute Specification 
Maximum power 327 W 
Rated voltage (VMPP) 54.7 V 
Rated current (IMPP)  5.98 A 
Open-circuit voltage (Voc) 64.9 V 
Short-circuit current (Isc) 6.46 A 
LLC resonant DC/DC converter attribute Specification 
Output DC bus voltage (BESS-dependent) 330 – 470 V 
Primary Copper plate 
Secondary Litz wire 
Turn ratio 4:25 
Frequency range 150 – 400 kHz 
Power rating 350 W 

 

4.2. Operational Principle 

To achieve ZVS or ZCS in the LLC converter, a resonant tank was required in the front end of 

the converter. Figure 42 shows a simplified diagram of the LLC circuitry, where the resonant 

tank was composed of a resonant inductor (L1), a resonant capacitor (C1) and a magnetizing 

inductor (L2). The switching bridge could do full-bridge or half-bridge switching depending 

on factors such as cost, PV power and voltage ratings, and component availability. A more 
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detailed discussion is presented in the following section. The isolation transformer (T1) was 

the key component determining the converter’s performance. Publication [114] introduced a 

magnetic integration solution to enhance converter performance while also improving the 

power density performance of a DC converter. Through magnetic integration, the total number 

of components is reduced and the converter system benefits from reductions in both overall 

volume and manufacturing costs. 

 

Figure 42 Simplified electrical circuit diagram of the LLC converter 

The control strategy was relatively simple compared to the complicated design of the hardware, 

as it did not require much computation. A low-end microcontroller was used to monitor the 

input current, output voltage and output current with the control-loop running at 20 kHz when 

tracking the MPPT point of the solar power input. The MPPT method used was P&O hill 

climbing. The switching frequency varied from 50 kHz to 150 kHz with a fixed duty cycle 

according to the loading condition as well as the required voltage gain of the converter. There 

were two resonance frequency points: the upper resonance frequency was determined by C1 

and (L1 + L2), whereas the lower frequency point was determined by C1 and L2. To secure the 

ZVS condition, the converter should be operated at frequencies above these two resonance 

points. If the operating frequency is below the lower bound of the two resonant frequencies, 

the converter enters ZCS mode and has decreased efficiency. 

There are many publications that have described the design of LLC converters. Study [115] 

presented a systematic design approach. Sometimes, it is difficult to undertake LLC tank design 

as there are three variables involved (L1, L2 and C1). The easiest way is to start the design 

process by selecting the proper L2 value, as this determines the ZVS condition when the 

switching frequency is between the two resonant frequency points. This frequency region is 
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also the dominant operational range of the LLC converter since it provides a higher voltage 

gain of the converter compared with a switching frequency higher than the upper resonant 

frequency point. The converter specification is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 DC/DC converter specifications 

Parameter Symbol Specification 
Inductance ratio K = L2 / L1 7.86 
Quality factor Qmax 0.2117 
Resonant frequency fr 110 kHz 
Switching frequency f1-f2 50~400 kHz 
Switching circuit  Full-bridge 
Rectifying circuit  Full-bridge 
Transformer turns ratio N 4:25 
Nominal input voltage Vi 60 V Input 
Nominal output voltage Vo 360 V Output 
Output voltage range  330–470 V 
Output power Po 350 W 
Resonant inductor L1 2.1 µH 
Magnetizing inductor L2 16.5 µH 
Resonant capacitor C1 1 µF  

Depending on the switching characteristic of the selected MOSFETs, the switching dead-time 

is the first parameter to be determined for the LLC converter. Once the dead-time is known, 

the no-load current Im is obtained according to (24), which ensures the drain-to-source 

capacitance Cds of the turning MOSFET can be discharged completely within the time its 

complementary MOSFET is switched off.  

𝐼𝑚 = 𝐶𝑑𝑠𝑆
𝑉𝑖𝑛

𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑
 

 

 

(24) 

Where 𝑉𝑖𝑛 is the voltage across the resonant tank and 𝑆 is the number of MOSFETs. At 

resonance, L1 and C1 are in series with zero impedance, in which there is a sinusoidal wave. 

Thus, the upper limit of L2 is now obtained: 

L2 =
𝑉𝑖𝑛

4𝑓𝑟𝐼𝑚
=

𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑑

4𝑓𝑟𝐶𝑑𝑠𝑆
 (25) 
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For an LLC converter to work effectively in both boost and buck modes, K is normally selected 

as between 5 to 8. When K is too high, the system loses capability in voltage gain bucking 

mode. If the value of K is too small, the system’s efficiency decreases dramatically.  

4.3. Verification of the LLC Converter 

 Verification of MOSFET Switching 

A verification test was conducted to ensure the ZVS condition was achieved by measuring the 

gate-to-source signal Vgs and drain-to-source voltage Vds of the MOSFET in one switch arm. 

As shown by the waveform measurement in Figure 43, Vds fell to zero when the Vgs signal was 

assigned. This demonstrates that the ZVS condition was achieved. Depending on the MOSFET 

characteristic, a slight cross-over of Vgs and Vds might be acceptable. This is because the 

MOSFET can only be turned on once Vgs is greater than its threshold voltage, Vth. Thus, as 

long as the crossover point is under Vth, then a shoot-through situation will not occur. Basically, 

the maximum efficiency of the converter is only achieved when the dead time is minimised. 

However, it would not be beneficial if the shoot-through occurred due to insufficient dead-

time. 

 

Figure 43 Switching waveform of the MOSFET at 250 kHz. Yellow track = Vgs, blue track = Vds 

On the other hand, this needs to be watched carefully as if the switching of the MOSFET is too 

fast, it might also induce a ringing voltage, as shown in Figure 44. If this ringing voltage is 

greater than the threshold voltage of the bottom MOSFET, it could inject a gate signal to turn 
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on both MOSFETs at the same time, resulting in a short-circuit situation. To avoid this 

situation, a snubber can be added or the switching time can be reduced by increasing the gate 

resistance of the MOSFET. 

 

Figure 44  MOSFET switching ringing demonstration. Yellow track = Vgs, blue track = Vds 

 Verification of System Voltage Gain 

The voltage gain of the LLC converter system can be calculated theoretically (or using an 

energy transfer function), as shown in [115]. The theoretical calculation method is very 

convenient but the outcome might not be as expected. Figure 45 compares the theoretical 

results, Software Process Improvement and Capability Determination (SPICE) simulation 

result with measured results.  

The SPICE software SIMetrix® 7.0 was used to verify the circuit simulations. A similar trend 

of voltage against frequency can be observed in Figure 45. The theoretical method is a set of 

mathematical functions which describe the approximate results of the system and assume that 

every component is ideal. This means that no voltage drop will be considered in the 

components, nor is the forward voltage of the bridge diode and the winding losses of the 

magnetics. However, this situation can be improved by adapting the existing mathematical 

model to match the practical results. However, this will increase the complexity of the model 

and make manual calculation inconvenient. In comparison, the simulation method takes most 
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of the factors into account. Thus, the outcome of the simulation result matches our testing result 

better, except at frequencies lower than 60 kHz and higher than 130 kHz.  

  

 

 

Figure 45 Comparison of voltage output versus operating frequency under full-load conditions 

The difference between the simulated and measured results is attributed to two factors: 1) the 

temperature coefficient setting in the SPICE software, and 2) the non-linearity of the magnetic 

components used in the system. At a frequency range of 60–120 kHz, the temperature of the 

actual system can be 20–30 °C higher than the ambient temperature. Once the temperature 

coefficient is applied in the software accordingly, this minor difference can be compensated 

for. At frequencies lower than 60 kHz, higher flux density is expected on the transformer due 

to the increase in magnetizing current. The flux density of the transformer is designed at about 

50–100 mT at the resonance point. As a result, the flux density reaches approximately 300 mT 

at frequencies lower than 60 kHz.  

This increase in flux density results in the relative permeability µr of the ferrite core material 

increasing from 2400 to 3500. F47 material was used in the LLC transformer. Consequently, 

the value of L2 increases, resulting in a reduction of the magnetizing current. Due to the 

decrease in magnetizing current, the voltage gain performance decreases accordingly. At 

frequencies higher than 130 kHz, the core losses result in a temperature increase and inductance 

drop on the resonant inductor L1. This phenomenon can be improved by having a larger core 
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for L2. However, this is not necessary as the present LLC system was tuned to mostly operate 

in voltage-boosting mode. This means that the LLC converter was mostly operated between 

60–100 kHz.  

 

 Soft-start Concern 

Hard Start Soft Start 

  

 
100 kHz 350 kHz 

Figure 46 Converter hard-start versus soft-start. Yellow = mid-point to ground voltage; green = driver 

bootstrap voltage; blue = bridge voltage; red = input current 

It is extremely important that the LLC converter can be soft-started (system starts up at higher 

switching frequency then gently brings the frequency down to normal) to avoid a huge inrush 

current spike due to the output capacitors charging up when the system is turned on. 

Sometimes, this inrush current during this turning-on process can easily exceed the MOSFET’s 

designed rating by 3 to 5 times, as shown in the above figure. Figure 46 shows an example of 

DC-DC start-ups with and without a soft-start, in which the peak current of the hard-start 

process at turning-on is twice that of the soft-start process. On the other hand, this inrush current 

can also produce high dv/dt and damage the MOSFET, even if it is not damaged by the 

excessive current due to the reversed induced voltage on the series inductor Lr.  
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4.4. Converter Performance (Device-level) 

The efficiency of the LLC converter was very consistent across the designed frequency range, 

as shown in Figure 47. This indicates that the LLC converter could cope with a broad DC bus 

voltage range, with only 1.42 % efficiency variation under full-load conditions. Peak efficiency 

was observed at 130 kHz rather than at the resonant frequency of 110 kHz. This is due to the 

reduction in magnetizing current with increased operating frequencies. When the frequency 

was further increased, the switching loss became dominant and the system’s efficiency dropped 

dramatically. Efficiency below the resonant frequency could be further improved by optimizing 

the copper resistance in the system; however, the penalties are increased component size and 

cost, and PCB size. 

 

Figure 47 DC/DC converter efficiency under full load (250 W) 

Another interesting efficiency performance result regarding the load condition is shown in 

Figure 48. Less than 1 % of the efficiency difference is expected from changing load 

conditions, 10% load to 90% load. The efficiency of the system dropped dramatically when the 

loading power was less than 36 W due to the open circuit losses of the transformer and auxiliary 

power. However, the system did not have much chance to operate in this condition. On the 

other hand, the designed system could operate at a higher power level if the cooling system 

was properly designed. The system was designed with passive cooling, which does not require 

an additional fan to exchange heat with the atmosphere. When the converter exporting power 

is higher than 250 W, a forced-cool system needs to be implemented to ensure safe operating 

temperatures for the MOSFETs and magnetics used in the system. 
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Figure 48 Converter efficiency versus loading condition at the resonance point 

4.5. Experimental Results  

The traditional AC bus configuration used for solar PV has been proven over numerous years 

to be a low-cost way to incorporate solar into an existing electricity network. Figure 49 

illustrates this topology, which incorporates additional network components such as ESSs, DC 

loads, PEVs, AC loads and the distribution grid.  
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Figure 49 Typical solar generation and energy storage topology 

This topology may present a simple solution for integrating solar into a power network, but it 

does not provide shading protection and creates a DC/AC – AC/DC link to energy storage, 

along with a DC/AC – AC/DC – DC/AC link from solar PV arrays to the AC distribution grid.  
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 DC/DC Converter Experimental Configuration 

Utilising multiple calibrated Keysight U1242B multimeters, the power and efficiency 

characteristics of a single DC/DC converter were analysed in BESS charging mode. The 

experiment used four identical DC/DC converters in parallel combined with eight Kokam 

KGU14S1P lithium batteries in series. The equivalent nominal voltage of the BESS was 414 

V. The experiment was conducted at the microgrid testing facility at Griffith University 

Nathan, as described in [116]. As per Figure 50, the DC/DC converters were directly connected 

to battery banks to initiate charging. The test day had high ambient temperatures with 

intermittent cloud cover.  
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Figure 50 DC/DC converter topology with DC bus diagram 

 

 

Figure 51 DC/DC converter topology with DC bus experimental setup 
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 DC/DC Converter on DC BUS Results  

By monitoring the BESS during the charging phase, the overall effectiveness of the solar PV 

to HV DC charging system was determined. The efficiency of DC/DC conversion should be 

noted alongside the power delivery to the ESS. To verify the conversion efficiency gain of 

charging the BESS via solar modules and a DC/DC converter, experimental results should 

show a gradual increase in the BESS voltage; in this case, the DC bus voltage should increase 

based upon the state of charge of the BESS. The power characteristics and DC bus voltage data 

are illustrated in Figure 52. 

 

Figure 52 DC/DC converter performance on the DC bus with generation by four solar panels 

The DC bus at the N44 H-MG test facility relied on the implemented energy storage system 

maintaining a DC bus voltage. When DC/DC converters from solar PV were connected to the 

DC bus, the DC/DC converters determined the charge state of the DC bus via the DC bus 

voltage. As the DC bus was reliant on the Kokam® lithium BESS to maintain it, the SOC was 

easily determined based upon the total cell voltage. When the DC/DC converters determine 

that the SOC is below a given threshold, they collectively increase the output voltage to allow 

current to flow into the BESS. This approach for raising the DC bus voltage in accordance with 

the BESS SOC voltage is presented in Figure 24. The charging characteristics were indicative 
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of a typical intermittent charging cycle from solar PV. The DC/DC converters performed as 

expected, as their data tracked those of the PV curve. The total energy transferred from the 

DC/DC converters throughout the charging session increased the BESS voltage from 426.4 V 

to 427.3 V, indicating a successful direct charging cycle. The solar PV conversion and MPPT 

by the DC/DC converter was also successful, with an average conversation efficiency of 93%, 

while the power range of the solar panels varied from 30% to 95% of the rated PV output. The 

charging voltage and subsequent recovery voltage of the BESS were also observed in the test 

case. The voltage state of the BESS followed the characteristics of charging power—the base 

voltage increased as electricity was transferred to the battery.  

 

Figure 53 Thermal image of DC/DC Converter under load. A) Control board, B) rectifiers and ripple 

capacitors, C) isolated MOSFET regulators, D) MOSFETs with heat sinks, E) high-frequency 

magnetics-integrated planar transformer, and F) LLC resonant tank capacitors 

Figure 53 presents a thermal image of the DC/DC converter with only convection cooling. It 

indicates that improvements could be made in the design of the converter’s topology. The 

highest emitters of heat were the isolated power supplies powering the MOSFET driving the 

circuitry.  
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5. Four-quadrant STATCOM 

Operation with Commercial Load  
With the stable integration and energy delivery of renewable energy sources (RESs) on the DC 

bus, advanced inverter techniques in the form of four-quadrant static-synchronous 

compensators (STATCOMs) could be implemented. As mentioned in Section 2.5.2, 

STATCOMs are essential in ensuring the power quality of a distribution network. Depending 

on the design, a STATCOM can be two- or four-quadrant and single- or three-phase. Four-

quadrant STATCOMs have a substantially greater capacity for correcting power quality issues 

than two-quadrant designs due to their ability to control both real and reactive power [117]. 

Four-quadrant STATCOMs can be implemented with battery energy storage systems (BESSs) 

to provide a real power component [118].  

5.1. Implemented STATCOM Devices 

A three-phase, four-wire 30 kVA STATCOM and a single-phase 10 kVA STATCOM (Elevare 

Energy and Power IQ, respectively) were utilised at the hybrid-microgrid (H-MG) testing 

facility. A schematic of the single-phase STATCOM is shown in Figure 54, which was 

designed for use with DC bus voltages of 200–400 V, and had a power rating of full 10 kW 

and 10 kVAr. The single-phase STATCOM utilised two three-cell interleaved current 

transformers to maximise system efficiency. For three-phase application with higher power 

ratings, an Elevare four-wire STATCOM can be utilised. The operational schematic is shown 

in Figure 55. The three-phase STATCOM is capable of operating with high voltage battery 

banks rated from 700–1000 V DC. Compared to traditional products in the market, the 

switching devices of SiC MOSFETs were chosen instead of the commonly-used IGBTs. The 

design of the three-phase four-wire unit allows for complex three-phase building loads to be 

balanced, which improves distribution network performance.  
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Figure 54 Schematic of a high-voltage, 10 kVA, single-phase STATCOM 

 

 

Figure 55 Schematic of a high-voltage, 30 kVA, three-phase, four-wire STATCOM inverter 

 

 Power IQ Single-phase 10 kVA STATCOM 

In the hybrid AC/DC microgrid (MG), the STATCOMs connected the DC bus to the AC bus. 

Three single-phase Power IQ STATCOMs were installed in the experimental MG to test their 

performance and investigate their influence on the MG. The three installed STATCOMs and 

their internal components are shown in Figure 56 and Figure 57. Due to the limited number of 

BMS modules that could be used for the DC bus, only one single-phase STATCOM was 

utilised at a time. 
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Figure 56 Photograph of a Power IQ 10 kVA, single-phase, four-quadrant STATCOM 

 

 

Figure 57 Photograph of Power IQ 10 kVA, single-phase, four-quadrant STATCOM internals 
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 Elevare Three-phase 30 kVA STATCOM 

An Elevare three-phase STATCOM was employed in the experimental MG to study the 

performance of three-phase and single-phase STATCOMs. The three-phase STATCOM was 

connected to a high voltage (HV) variant of the DC bus to charge and discharge the battery, 

and to the AC side while also controlling the reactive power and maintaining voltage 

equilibrium across the phases. The control system of the STATCOM was modifiable, which 

provided more options for testing and comparison. The three-phase Elevare STATCOM is 

shown in Figure 58.  

 

Figure 58 Photograph of Elevare 30 kVA, three-phase STATCOM internals 

 

5.2. STATCOM Laboratory Transient Experimental Results 

The two STATCOM units were initially tested under laboratory conditions in discharging 

mode with their respective DC bus voltage configurations. The Power IQ STATCOM was 

tested alongside a 275 V, 20 kWh Toshiba lithium titanate battery bank and the Elevare three-

phase STATCOM with a 750 V, 60 kWh Kokam energy storage system. Discharging the stored 

energy with the STATCOMs provided useful insights into the performance of the different 

battery banks and the base converter, as the STATCOMs linked the AC and DC buses within 

the H-MG.  
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Figure 59 Power IQ 10 kVA, single-phase STATCOM DC- and AC-side performance with Toshiba 

batteries 

When tested with 20 kWh of Toshiba lithium titanate batteries, the Power IQ 10 kVA 

STATCOM and the Toshiba batteries performed as expected with an output transient 

performance as shown in Figure 59. The STATCOM discharged 20 kWh of the stored energy 

at 10 kW with no reactive component. Cycle analysis shows that the voltage fluctuation 

between cycles was minimal and the sinusoidal waveform for both current and voltage from 

the STATCOM were relatively clear, with only minor third-harmonic interference.  

 

Figure 60 Elevare 30 kVA three-phase STATCOM DC- and AC- side performance with Kokam® 

batteries 

The Elevare Energy 30 kVA, three-phase, four-wire STATCOM was connected to 60 kWh of 

Kokam® lithium batteries, drawing a total DC bus power of 10 kW across the three phases. The 
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characteristic curve for phase A, along with the performance of the Kokam® battery, are shown 

in Figure 60. It can be noted that the DC current fluctuations are due to all the three phases 

drawing current, two of which are absent in the diagram. The STATCOM was operating with 

a 10 kVAr lagging current, which can be seen in the 90-degree phase shift.  

5.3. STATCOM N44 Experimental Testing Setup 

Due to limited availability of Elevare 30 kVA STATCOMs, experimental results on the H-MG 

testing facility were conducted solely with Power IQ 10 kVA STATCOMs.  
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Figure 61 STATCOM and energy storage experimental testing diagram 
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To better ascertain their impacts on a commercial building, STATCOMs were tested at the 

microgrid testing facility on the roof of building N44. The building is a well-equipped teaching, 

research and office space with numerous types of loads interacting on the electrical network 24 

hours per day, as outlined in Section 3.1.1. The building PCC and floor meters were used to 

assist in determining the impact of the STATCOM devices on the network. When connecting 

the STATCOMs to the DC bus, several safety and monitoring systems were employed. A line 

diagram outlining the experimental connection architecture is presented in Figure 61. Some 25 

A solar PV DC fuses and 20 A DC circuit breakers were employed as the primary means of 

current control for the STATCOM-DC bus interface. As experimental testing has elements of 

unpredictability, an emergency-stop button was employed as a means of quick and direct 

shutdown of the DC circuit. The emergency-stop button controlled two 1 kV, 400 A, Gigavac® 

DC contactors. The DC safety hardware and fuses are shown in Figure 62. 

 

Figure 62 STATCOM and energy storage DC safety switchgear 

The STATCOM and energy storage experimental testing setup are shown in Figure 63, Figure 

64, Figure 65 and Figure 66. Both night- and day-time experiments were conducted. Due to the 

very large variability in load composition that occurred during the day, night-time experiments 

were preferred. This resulted in external lighting solutions being used as the H-MG testing 

facility was located outside. This made the test results more realistic, as weather conditions 

affect the performance of the devices. 
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Figure 63 STATCOM and energy storage daytime experimental setup 

 

 

Figure 64 STATCOM and energy storage night-time experimental setup 
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Figure 65 AC current measurement location for 1146B and QM-1565 probes 

 

 

Figure 66 Experimental setup of STATCOM and energy storage DC components 
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 H-MG Testing Facility Constraints 

5.3.1.1. H-MG Power Capacity Limitations 

As there were limitations on the construction of the H-MG testing facility, the STATCOM 

devices could not be tested at their maximum capacity. The primary limiting factor was the 

interconnect between the distribution board on the third level of the building and the roof. 

Figure 67 displays a simplified single-line diagram of the electrical connection between the 

two floors. It can be noted that the cable size used was limited to a maximum of 16 mm2. 

According to Australian standard AS/NZS3008 [119], the maximum allowable current in the 

installed cable was 68 A per phase conductor. The standard also states that two levels of circuit 

breaker protection must be implemented, which reduced the effective maximum current 

capacity of the conductor to 40 A.  

 

Figure 67 Single-line diagram of H-MG testing facility, Level 3 to Roof 
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Considering the maximum current capacity limitation, Figure 68 was developed to outline the 

STATCOMs’ operational limits and the AC current limits of the testing facility. The power of 

the testing facility was limited to 9 kVA. Figure 68 also shows the limits of the DC-current 

supply. The DC circuit breaker for the BESS was limited to 20 A, and the voltage and DC fuse 

capacity were limited to 25 A for the experiments. This reduced the maximum allowable real 

power component of the STATCOM to 6 kW of the real power in either direction. As the Power 

IQ STATCOM is a true 10 kVA device, 10 kW of real power and 10 kVAr of reactive power 

can be delivered in any configuration between the two of them. The maximum resultant 

apparent power of the STATCOM was 14.14 kVA. These limitations are described by the 

boundary conditions (Smax) between the four quadrants (Figure 68). 
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Figure 68 STATCOM and testing facility operating range 
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5.3.1.1. N44 Building and H-MG Harmonic Content 

As the H-MG was part of a commercial load system, different load effects were apparent in the 

voltage waveforms. There was a prominent THD effect clipping the peaks and troughs of the 

sine wave (Figure 69), as described further in Section 5.4.4. A transient harmonic analysis was 

conducted to determine the harmonic content during nominal operating conditions. Figure 69 

presents the results of a MATLAB-based fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis to determine 

the THD of the network at the H-MG testing facility. It was noted that the THD is 4.13% at 

this point in the network, with major 5th-, 7th- and 9th-order harmonics affecting the sinusoidal 

waveform. The 3rd, 9th and 13th harmonics also play a role in augmenting the voltage waveform. 

 

Figure 69 Harmonic distortion of the AC network 
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Figure 70 Audio frequency load control (AFLC) impact on the H-MG, with a prominent 21st harmonic 

Figure 70 shows the harmonic content of Phase A during an audio frequency load control 

(AFLC) command. AFLC operates at 1050 Hz, or at the 21st harmonic on the network, to 

control loads connected to different tariff structures. During AFLC communication, the 

network’s harmonic content increased by 1.5%. During testing of equipment and the 

distribution network, care needed to be taken to avoid AFLC commands from obscuring the 

THD of the network. 
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5.4. Impact of STATCOMs on Building N44’s Electrical 

Network 

 Voltage Droop Control 

Voltage droop control is a set function of voltage management from reactive power. Figure 71 

outlines the functional characteristic of the control properties, where reactive power Q is 

dependent on the voltage of the network. For this type of voltage droop control, the STATCOM 

requests and sets a reference voltage to the nominal value of the network (point V3, Figure 71) 

and monitors voltage deviations from the nominal value at the point of connection to the grid. 

Depending on the conditions at points V2, V4, V1 and V5, reactive power will be delivered in 

accordance with Q-MAX and Q-MIN. The voltage droop controller on the Power IQ 

STATCOM was set in accordance with Table 5. 
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Figure 71 STATCOM droop control characteristics 
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Table 5 Settings for STATCOM long-term droop control 

 Q-MAX Q-MAX Vmin V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 Vmax 
 kVAr kVAr V AC V AC V AC V AC V AC V AC V AC 

T2 7 -7 230 231 239 240 241 249 250 

T4 9 -9 230 233 240 240 240 247 250 

Power quality data was gathered by a Schneider PM5350 PCC building meter over the course 

of three months. The STATCOM was switched on and then off during the testing phase to 

enable correlative impact data to be normalised.  

 

Figure 72 Effect of STATCOM voltage droop control on PCC voltage and power factor, Phase C 
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Figure 73 Effect of STATCOM voltage droop control on PCC power factor and reactive power, Phase 

C 

As can be seen in Figure 72 and Figure 73, the effective PF at PCC improves between the test 

conditions at points T2 and T4. Table 6 summarises the results as averages of the time scales 

of each testing cycle. 

• At T1, the STATCOM has not been enabled on the network. Daily loads result in an 

average PF of 0.930 with an average reactive load of 13.7 kVAr. 

• At T2, the STATCOM is enabled on phase C to operate using the droop controller. 

The droop controller is set to a maximum reactive power of 7 kVAr and only 

circulates VArs. The average PF improves to 0.960 and reactive power supplied by 

the grid reduces to 11.07 kVAr. 

• At T3, the STATCOM has been disabled on the network. The PF reduces to 0.925, 

comparable to the condition at T1. The average reactive load increases to 14.56 kVAr. 

• At T4, The STATCOM is re-enabled on phase C using the same droop controller. The 

settings for the droop controller are increased to supply a maximum of 9 kVAr and 

the reactive power voltage response range is reduced. This increases the operating 

capacity of the STATCOM’s reactive power control. The average increases to 0.971 

during the test phase. The average reactive power supplied by the grid also reduces to 

9.98 kVAr. 
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Table 6 Impact of voltage droop control on the building PCC 

Test point PF Q S P V 
 kVAr kVA kW Volts 

T1 0.930 13.721 37.440 34.835 234.700 

T2 0.960 11.068 39.317 37.727 235.392 

T3 0.925 14.555 38.281 35.406 235.038 

T4 0.971 9.9816 40.961 39.726 235.055 

As the local distribution grid was supported by a 1 MVA transformer (Section 3.2.2.1), the 

direct impact of a 10 kVAr load at PCC is fairly small, but the impacts on the power factor and 

reactive load requirement from the grid are substantial. Between test points T1 and T2, an 

average PF improvement of 0.030 was observed; while between T3 and T4, an average PF 

improvement of 0.046 was observed. As the reactive power requirement of the building rarely 

fell below 5 kVAr, the STATCOM could continually operate at 5 kVAr to improve the PCC 

power factor and supply the building’s reactive power requirement. 

 STATCOM Four-quadrant Operation in Building N44  

Four-quadrant operation of the STATCOM on the test distribution infrastructure is presented 

in Figure 74, Figure 75, Figure 76 and Figure 77. A summary of the results is presented in 

Section 5.4.3 and Table 7. A single 10 kVA STATCOM was utilised in the H-MG testing 

facility on Phase A. Notable is the PF change of the PCC meter when operating in reactive 

power modes. The PF impacts on the grid were substantial in bringing about a unity PF, as well 

as collapsing the PF to 0.83.  

The sequence of events was as follows: 

• At S0, the STATCOM had not been enabled on the network. This formed the initial 

reference condition for the subsequent experiments.  

• At S1, the STATCOM was enabled to operate at the maximum capacity (Figure 68), 

where 9 kVA of leading VAr was applied to the network from the H-MG testing 

facility. 

• At S2, the STATCOM was set to operate at a 9 kVAr lagging current. 

• At S3, the STATCOM was turned off with no real or reactive power injected into the 

network. 

• At S4, the STATCOM was set to operate at a real power consumption rate of 6 kW.  

• At S5, the STATCOM was set to discharge mode at a rate of 6 kW. 
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• At S6, the STATCOM was set to operate at 6 kVAr . 

• At S7, the STATCOM was set to operate in a 6 kW real power discharge mode. 

• At S8, the STATCOM was reset to operate in a 6 kW charge mode. 

• At S9, the STATCOM was set to circulate 9 kVAr leading current. 

• At S10, the STATCOM was set to circulate 9 kVAr lagging current. 

• At S11, the STATCOM was set to circulate 8 kVAr lagging current and draw 5 kW of 

real power. 

• At S12, the STATCOM was set to circulate 8 kVAr leading current and draw 5 kW of 

real power. 

• At S13, the STATCOM was set to circulate 8 kVAr lagging current and supply 5 kW 

of real power. 

• At S14, the H-MG CB tripped and disabled the STATCOM. 
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Figure 74 Experimental STATCOM power results, Phase A - PF, apparent, real and reactive power 
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Figure 75 Experimental STATCOM voltage results, Phase A - building supply voltage and apparent power, level 3 voltage and level 4 voltage 
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Figure 76 Experimental analysis of voltage fluctuation during four-quadrant STATCOM operation. 

Building power factor and floor voltage comparison 

 

 

Figure 77 Experimental analysis of power fluctuation during four-quadrant STATCOM operation on 

Phase A - PF, apparent, real and reactive power 
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 Four-quadrant STATCOM Building Response Summary 

Table 7 Summary of four-quadrant STATCOM (S’COM) operation results in Building N44  

Sample 
Point 

PF PF 
BLDG  

P 
BLDG  

Q 
BLDG  

S 
BLDG  

V  
SC  
P 

SC  
Q 

SC  
S 

  S’COM BLDG 
BLDG 
kW 

BLDG 
kVAr 

BLDG 
kVA 

Volts AC 
S’COM 

kW 
S’COM 
kVAr 

S’COM 
kVA 

S0 N/A 0.944 32.56 11.39 34.56 235.0 N/A N/A N/A 

S1 0.020 0.994 33.22 2.82 33.50 236.0 0 9 9.31 

S2 0.046 0.831 30.56 20.45 36.81 233.6 0 -9 9.16 

S3 0.958 0.930 29.31 11.58 31.52 234.7 0 0 0 

S4 0.998 0.963 42.25 11.80 43.85 234.3 6 0 5.82 

S5 0.998 0.971 45.01 11.09 46.38 234.4 -6 0 5.69 

S6 0.030 0.992 46.29 6.04 46.38 235.3 0 6 6.22 

S7 0.998 0.931 31.91 11.73 34.07 235.1 -6 0 5.81 

S8 0.997 0.963 39.15 10.93 40.74 235.1 6 0 7.06 

S9 0.024 1.004 28.91 -1.68 29.09 237.2 0 9 9.30 

S10 0.045 0.835 30.69 20.23 36.72 234.4 0 -9 9.16 

S11 0.477 0.894 25.62 19.95 32.51 234.0 -5 -8 9.61 

S12 0.518 0.984 27.12 4.76 27.58 236.5 -5 8 9.32 

S13 0.611 0.889 38.72 19.97 43.55 233.7 5 -8 9.81 

S14 N/A 0.940 32.34 11.73 34.41 235.4 N/A N/A N/A 

Table 7 tabulates the key STATCOM impacts on the building’s voltage and power 

characteristics as from Section 5.4.2. The ‘S’ range Table 7 is relative to the notation in Section 

5.4.2. The S0 condition consisted of the visible data before the S1 condition. Noting the 

building voltage (BLDG V) parameter in Table 7, it is noticeable that the building PCC voltage 

did not deviate substantially during the different conditions. The total variation was 3.6 V, with 

a deviation from nominal (S1) of 2.2 V and -1.4 V. This is because the voltage was well 

supported by the mains transformer, making the network ‘stiff’. Even though the voltage 

deviation was low, the performance of the STATCOM in the different modes did result in 

associated voltage increases or decreases. The building power factor, on the other hand, did 

experience a substantial shift with the implementation of circulating VArs.  

In the cases between S9 and S10, the average reactive power requirement of the building 

increased by 20 kVAr, with the power factor changing by 0.17 of the building’s demand. This 

indicates that building-oriented power factor control is achievable even when it is located 

substantially further down the network. It can be noted that the power factor between the two 

reactive power extremes (S9 and S10) reached and exceeded unity to become slightly 

capacitive. 
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The measurable building floor voltage (Figure 76) did not deviate substantially between the 

floors and fell within the margin of error. All the measurable floors followed the power factor 

characteristic driven by the STATCOM on the upper-most level of the building. Due to the 

limited load conditions outlined in Section 5.3.1, the real power impact from the STATCOM 

was fairly small.  

 Four-quadrant Operation Transient Response 

This section evaluates the performance of the STATCOM in current source mode. Observing 

the transient characteristics of a STATCOM device at the point of connection, as outlined in 

Section 5.3, can determine the local performance of the device on the network under varying 

experimental conditions. The test network at the H-MG facility was connected to a relatively 

hard electrical distribution network but was positioned far from the isolation transformers and 

main grid-tied transformer, described in Section 3.2.2.  

 

Figure 78 S0, Keysight 3024A experimental results of grid characteristics at the STATCOM 

connection point 

Figure 78 presents the standard voltage response of the distribution network at the STATCOM 

connection point. During the experimental testing procedure, no other power-supplying devices 

were connected on the test phase A to reduce potential voltage support bias. The experiments 

were conducted late at night to minimise the extreme power and voltage variabilities common 

to daylight hours. The following sections, 5.4.4.1, 5.4.4.2, 5.4.4.3 and 5.4.4.4, present the 

transient response characteristics for the four quadrants for real power (P) and reactive power 
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(Q). Sections 5.4.4.5, 5.4.4.6, 5.4.4.7 and  5.4.4.8 present the transient response for apparent 

power where both P and Q elements are present on the network. This section, 5.4.4, presents 

the test case characteristics noted in Section 5.4.2. 

5.4.4.1. Positive Real Power (6 kW Discharge) 

Statcom Range

Testing Range

kW

s1
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Figure 79 Discharge test case characteristics at point S4 

 

Figure 80 Keysight 3024A experimental results with 6 kW real and 0 kVAr reactive power for point 

S4 

Figure 79 outlines the four-quadrant location of the transient response presented in Figure 80. 
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The transient response of the real power injected on the grid is presented in Figure 80. Both 

grid voltage and STATCOM current were in phase, indicative of battery discharging mode. 

5.4.4.2. Negative Real Power (6 kW Charge) 

Statcom Range

Testing Range
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Figure 81 Charge test case characteristics at point S5 

 

Figure 82 Keysight 3024A experimental results with -6 kW real and 0 kVAr reactive power at point 

S5 

Figure 81 outlines the four-quadrant location for the transient response in Figure 82. 
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The transient response of the real power sourced from the grid is presented in Figure 82. The 

STATCOM current was 180 degrees out of phase, indicating battery charging mode. 

5.4.4.3. Positive Reactive Power (Capacitive 9 kVAr) 

Statcom Range

Testing Range
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Figure 83 Leading VAr test case characteristics at point S1 

 

Figure 84 Keysight 3024A experimental result with 0 kW real and 9 kVAr reactive power at point S1 

Figure 83 outlines the four-quadrant location for the transient response in Figure 84. 
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The transient response of leading VArs on the grid is presented in Figure 84. The STATCOM 

current led the grid voltage by 89 degrees. A capacitive load effect on the voltage waveform is 

apparent. 

5.4.4.4. Negative Reactive Power (Inductive 9 kVAr) 

Statcom Range
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Figure 85 Lagging VAr case characteristics at point S2 

 

Figure 86 Keysight 3024A experimental results with 0 kW real and -9 kVAr reactive power at point 

S2 

Figure 85 outlines the four-quadrant location for the transient response in Figure 86. 
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The transient response of lagging VArs on the grid is presented as Figure 86. The STATCOM 

current lagged the grid voltage by 87 degrees. An inductive load effect on the voltage waveform 

is apparent. 

5.4.4.5. Positive Real Power, Positive Reactive Power (5 kW Discharge, 

Capacitive 8 kVAr) 
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Figure 87 Leading VAr and charge test case characteristics at point S12 
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Figure 88 Keysight 3024A experimental results with 5 kW real and 8 kVAr reactive power at point 

S12 

Figure 87 outlines the four-quadrant location for the transient response in Figure 88. 

The transient response of the real power injected on the grid and leading reactive power is 

presented in Figure 88. The STATCOM current led the grid voltage with a phase angle of 58.80 

degrees. The net reactive effect on the voltage waveform was capacitive. 
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5.4.4.6. Positive Real Power, Negative Reactive Power (5 kW Discharge, 

Inductive 8 kVAr) 
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Figure 89 Lagging VAr and discharge test case characteristics at point S11 

 

Figure 90 Keysight 3024A experimental results with 5 kW real and -8 kVAr reactive power at point 

S11 

Figure 89 outlines the four-quadrant location for the transient response in Figure 90. 

The transient response of the real power injected on the grid and leading reactive power is 

presented as Figure 90. The STATCOM current lagged the grid voltage with a phase angle of 

61.51 degrees. The net reactive effect on the voltage waveform was capacitive. 
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5.4.4.7. Negative Real Power, Negative Reactive Power (5 kW Charge, 

Inductive 8 kW) 
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Figure 91 Lagging VAr and charge test case characteristics at point S13 

 

Figure 92 Keysight 3024A experimental results with -5 kW real and -8 kVAr reactive power at point 

S13 

Figure 91 outlines the four-quadrant location for the transient response in Figure 92. 

The transient response of the real power injected on the grid and leading reactive power is 

presented as Figure 92. The STATCOM current lagged the grid voltage with a phase angle of 

52.34 degrees. The net reactive effect on the voltage waveform was inductive. 
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5.4.4.8. Negative Real Power, Positive Reactive Power (6 kW Charge, 

Capacitive 6 kVAr) 
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Figure 93 Leading VAr and charge test case characteristics 

 

Figure 94 Keysight 3024A experimental results with 6 kW real and 8 kVAr reactive power at point 

S15 

Figure 93 outlines the four-quadrant location for the transient response in Figure 94. 

The transient response of the real power injected on the grid and leading reactive power is 

presented as Figure 94. The STATCOM current led the grid voltage with a phase angle of 52.38 
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degrees. The net reactive effect on the voltage waveform was capacitive. The root-mean 

squared (RMS) voltage and current values of the waveforms are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8 Keysight 3024A experimental results with 6 kW real and 8 kVAr reactive power at point S15 

RMS results 

Probe configuration Value Units 

AC RMS- FS 229.30 V 

AC RMS - FS 43.60 A 

DC RMS - FS 273 V 

DC RMS - FS 25.2 A 

The results utilized to create Figure 94 were obtained on different test day to that of the other 

results in this section. The alternate test day had a higher building load, resulting in a lower AC 

voltage. The no STATCOM local AC test condition prior to this experiment was 233.64 V. 

 Four-quadrant STATCOM Transient Response Summary 

Table 9 Four-quadrant STATCOM transient response summary, local distribution network 

 STATCOM Local Grid 

 Phase angle Power Voltage ∆ Voltage 

  (degrees) (kVA) (V) (V) 

Figure 84 (S1) 88.8540 9.31 238.69 2.91 

Figure 86 (S2) 87.3635 9.16 234.63 -1.15 

Figure 80 (S4) 3.1854 5.82 237.02 1.24 

Figure 82 (S5) 3.6243 5.69 233.48 -2.30 

Figure 90 (S11) 58.8018 9.32 236.16 0.38 

Figure 88 (S12) 61.5104 9.61 238.44 2.66 

Figure 92 (S13) 52.3382 9.81 232.55 -3.23 

Figure 94 (S15) 52.3814 9.8128 229.30 -4.34 

Table 9 presents the aggregated results from Section 5.4.4, including phase angle, apparent 

power and voltage deviation from the no-load condition. For cases S1 through to S13, the no-

load average voltage was determined to be 235.78 V at the STATCOM connection point. Case 

S15 had a no-load voltage of 233.64 V. The maximum interpolated voltage swing between the 

different STATCOM modes under the maximum operating capacity of the H-MG (Section 

5.3.1), was 7.25 V AC. This large swing in local voltage proved useful when operating the ESS 

of the STATCOM, as real energy could be transferred with minimal impact on the local 

distribution network, as seen in Figure 90 where the local voltage deviation from the no-load 

condition was 0.38 V. This created a suitable voltage support architecture for a load voltage 

drop away from the distribution transformer.  
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 10 kVA STATCOM Current Harmonic Distortion 

 

Figure 95 Harmonic distortion of current during 6 kW discharge from the test STATCOM 

Figure 95 presents the harmonic distortion of the current waveform from the STATCOM. As 

can be seen, the STATCOM waveform contained substantial 3rd-, 15th- and 19th-order 

harmonics. With the third harmonic being so prevalent, a shift in the sine waveform can be 

noted. IEEE 1547 states that the THD of the AC current must be less than 5%. As the THD 

was 8.32% in this case, a harmonic power filter needed to be added. A notch filter could be 

used to remove the double-frequency ripple (2-f at 100 Hz) from the voltage control loop (DC 

bus voltage control loop). This would reduce the impact of the third harmonic on the grid-side 

current [120]. The notch filter, combined with a modification to the harmonic controller 

software, would greatly reduce the THD to well below the 5% limit.  
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6. Vehicle-to-Grid within a Hybrid 

DC/AC Microgrid 

6.1. Introduction 

The static-synchronous compensator (STATCOM)-based model of connecting energy storage 

to an electricity distribution network presented in Chapter 5 increases the functionality of plug-

in electric vehicles (PEV) connectivity to such networks. By controlling both real and reactive 

power during charging, discharging or grid support modes, PEVs can negate many foreseeable 

issues by connecting to the distribution network. As was concluded in Section 5.4.2, even 

though the total voltage control at the point of common coupling (PCC) or near the grid-tied 

transformer is minimal, local control (outlined in Section 5.4.4) of voltage regulation is 

substantial. Voltage regulation through reactive power control enables charging and 

discharging of PEVs during sags or swells in the distribution network and also strengthens the 

robustness of the network towards the end of the transmission path. 

 Overview 

As petroleum-based fossil fuels become more expensive to extract and climate change issues 

become more predominant, changes in international regulations, such as the Kyoto Protocol 

(1997) and local government legislation, have made internal combustion engines (ICEs) more 

expensive to operate [87, 89]. Most European countries and Australia have made binding 

agreements to reduce carbon emissions and adjust energy consumption habits. To create a 

sustainable transportation system, vehicles must substantially reduce their fuel consumption 

and emissions. This can be achieved by utilising electrified powertrains which can be combined 

with ICEs to create hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), which meet the efficiency and emissions 

targets of the Kyoto Protocol and some countries [121]. By integrating substantial amounts of 

electricity storage into HEVs, and connecting them to the mains power grid, the ability to travel 

greater distances without running the ICE increases. This, in turn, creates demand for PHEVs. 

PHEVs have the potential to not only reduce fossil fuel consumption and emissions but also 

reduce dependence on oil [122]. By further increasing the electrical energy storage component, 

it is possible to completely remove ICEs to create purely BEVs, or electric vehicles (EVs). The 

differences between the topologies are illustrated in Table 10. 
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ICE- and EV-based vehicles are perceived to be two separate achievements in history, but 

historically, they were developed alongside each other (Table 11). The success of early EVs, 

such as the 1888 Flocken Elektrowagen, was hindered by a lack of high-density energy storage 

solutions. By the turn of the century, inventors such as Ferdinand Porsche began combining 

electric motors with ICEs to produce the first hybrid-drive vehicles. Even with the assistance 

of an ICE, these types of vehicles were extremely heavy, complicated and expensive. This, in 

turn, allowed ICE-based vehicles to dominate the market. By the early 1900s, Ford’s Model T 

was the most common vehicle, second only to the horse-drawn carriage. This hold on the 

market held its course until the introduction of the first mass-produced hybrid vehicle, the 

Toyota Prius. The Prius had many advantages over its predecessors: lightweight construction 

materials, microprocessor control, safety features and, most importantly, improved battery 

technology. The Prius was, in many ways, taking a turn away from purely ICE-powered 

vehicles. Elon Musk, the former CEO of Tesla, made further advances in battery storage 

technology (lithium-based batteries) to develop the first high-performance pure electric 

vehicle, the Tesla Roadster. This vehicle can reach and exceed the performance of equivalent 

ICE-powered vehicles. Michael Mauer, continuing with Ferdinand Porsche’s original research, 

developed one of the most advanced hybrid-drive vehicles in the world. The Porsche Spyder 

918 captures Ferdinand’s concept of a hybrid vehicle and transformed it into a performance 

machine of the 21st century.  

Table 10 Comparison of different vehicle drivetrain topologies [103] 

Vehicle 
Type 

Illustration Description 

ICE 

 

• Single drive through 
ICE 

• Liquid hydrocarbon 
fuel supply 

Series-
Hybrid 

 

• Electric drive 
through an electric 
motor 

• Battery energy 
supply with grid tie 
options. Liquid 
hydrocarbon fuel 
and generator to 
extend range 
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Parallel-
Hybrid 

 

• Dual drive options 
through electric 
motors and ICE 

• Battery energy 
supply with grid tie 
options. Liquid 
hydrocarbon fuel for 
higher velocity 
driving 

Series-
Parallel 
Hybrid 

 

• Dual drive options 
through electric 
motors and ICE 

• Battery energy 
supply with grid tie 
options. Liquid 
hydrocarbon fuel for 
higher velocity 
driving 

Battery-
Electric 
Vehicle 

 

• Electric drive 
through an electric 
motor 

• Large battery energy 
supply with grid tie 
options 

PEVs are projected to reach 2% of the global vehicle market by 2020 [8], and potentially reach 

25% of the US, California, new car sales market by 2020 [123]. This increase in PEVs is only 

possible with reductions in electrical energy storage costs. Some estimates have forecast the 

cost of energy storage as $300 per kWh in 2020, down from approximately $600 per kWh in 

2014 [8]. This will only increase the potential for more PEV growth. Such PEV penetration 

will result in a growing requirement to provide sufficient numbers of charging stations in 

diversified locations to keep the vehicles adequately charged; this is known as grid-to-vehicle 

(G2V) charging (Figure 96 – A). Depending on location, PEVs may resemble scattered 

dynamic loads in cases such as residential areas, or large dynamic loads in areas such as parking 

lots. Large dynamic loads can cause issues for distribution networks if charging is not managed 

at appropriate rates, even with relatively low levels of penetration. Whereas scattered dynamic 

loads require greater penetration to cause the same level of disturbance to a network. Methods 

available to mitigate this issue involve implementing smart charging techniques via means of 

an aggregator [124, 125]. Such aggregators control the charging characteristics of all 

compatible PEVs connected to the same network.  
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Table 11 Brief history of automobile technologies 

Year Inventor Vehicle name 
Vehicle drive 

type / fuel type 
Vehicle specifications Advantages Drawbacks 

1801 
Richard 

Trevithick 
[126] 

Steam Carriage 
(Puffing Devil) 

Steam-drive / 
wood, peat or 
coal 

• Mass: 1520 kg  

• Top Speed: 14.5 km/h  

• Operating Pressure: 145 psi 

First successful means of mechanical 
motion not bound by tracks 

Slow, limited range, 
required large 
amounts of wood to 
burn, high-pressure 
tanks, risk of fire 

1829 
Sir 

Goldsworthy 
Gurney [127] 

The 
Goldsworthy 

Gurney Steam 
Carriage 

Steam drive / 
coal oil 

• Top Speed 32 km/h 
Prolonged means of transportation, 
increased payload, fuel storage size 
greatly reduced 

Slow, large 
pressurised tank, 
heavy,  

1886 Karl Benz 
Benz Patent-
Motorwagen 

ICE / petroleum 
or kerosene 

• Engine: 854 cc Single cylinder  - 1.5 
kW  

• Top Speed: 16 km/h 

First modern vehicle with a four-
stroke internal combustion engine. 
Maiden voyage ran just shy of 200 km 

Maximum of two 
passengers,  slow 
moving (16 km/h 
max) 

1888 
Andreas 
Flocken 

[128] 

Flocken 
Elektrowagen 

Electric motor / 
lead-acid (Pb) 
battery 

• Mass: 450 kg  

• Engine: 0.7 kW  

• Battery storage: approx. 270 Wh  

• Range: Approx. 30 km   

First successful vehicle driven by 
electricity. 

Low mileage, 
considerable 
charging times, 
limited payloads, 
limited speed 

1900 
Ferdinand 
Porsche 

Lohner-Porsche 
Mixte Hybrid 

Series-hybrid / Pb 
battery and 
petroleum 

• Mass: 1500 kg  

• Battery storage: 21.6 kWh  

• Motors: four electric motors 1.9 kW - 
5.2 kW each  

• Generator: Two 2.6 kW ICEs  

• Cost: 15,000 Austrian Crowns 

First vehicle to feature both electric 
motors and ICE. Seated two to four 
persons 

Heavy and slow (16 
km/h), extremely 
expensive for the 
time 

1909 
Henry Ford's 

Motor 
Company 

Model T 
ICE  / petroleum, 
kerosene or 
ethanol 

• Mass: 540 kg  

• Motor: 2.9 L inline-4 - 15 kW  

• Top speed: 70 km/h  

First mass-produced low-cost vehicle, 
with a top speed of 72 km/h 

Poor safety 
features, relatively 
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• Fuel economy: 11 L - 18 L / 100 km  

• Cost: $825 USD (Approx. $21,710 USD 
in 2014) 

poor fuel 
consumption 

Year Inventor Vehicle name 
Vehicle drive 

type / fuel type 
Vehicle specifications Advantages Drawbacks 

1997 Toyota 
Toyota Prius - 

NHW10 

Series-parallel 
hybrid  / nickel-
metal-hydride 
(NiMH) and 
petroleum 

• Mass: 1250 kg  

• Battery: 1778 Wh  

• Electric motor: 30 kW, 305 Nm 

• ICE: 1.5 L inline-4 - 43 kW, 102 Nm  

• Fuel economy: 5.6 L / 100 km  

• Cost: $17,000 - $20,000 USD 

First mass-produced low-cost hybrid 
electric vehicle. Electric drives for low 
speeds and take off, then ICE 
engagement for high speeds. 
Regenerative braking is achieved with 
the electric motor 

Poor performance, 
boot space 
sacrificed for 
batteries. Sold at a 
loss for the first 
years to kick-start 
the market 

1999 Honda Insight 
Parallel hybrid  / 
NiMH battery 
and petroleum 

• Mass: 827 kg  

• Battery: 580 Wh 

• Electric motor: 10 kW, 49 Nm  

• ICE: 1 L Inline-3 - 50 kW, 92 Nm  

• Fuel economy: 3.1 L / 100 km  

• Cost: 50,000 AUD 

Two motors work together to assist 
performance and reduce fuel 
consumption. Regenerative braking is 
achieved with the electric motor. 
Excellent fuel efficiency 

Battery packs 
required 
replacement 
frequently, high 
initial cost 

2006 Elon Musk Tesla Roadster 
Electric motor / 
lithium-ion and 
distribution grid 

• Mass: 1235 kg  

• Battery: 53 kWh  

• Electric motor: 215 kW, 400 Nm  

• Range: 400 km  

• Cost: 109,000 USD 

First pure electric sports car. Could 
achieve 320 km on a single charge 
and accelerate to 100 kph in 4 
seconds. 

High initial cost 

2013 
Michael 
Mauer 

Porsche 918 
Spyder 

Plug-in - parallel 
hybrid, series-
parallel hybrid, 
electric vehicle / 
lithium-ion, 
distribution grid 
and petroleum 

• Mass: 1,700 kg  

• Battery: 6.8 kWh  

• Engine: 4.6L V8 - 453 kW, 528 Nm       

• Rear Motor: 208 kW      

• Front Motor: 115 kW  

• Combined Torque: 1274 Nm  

• EV range: 31 km  

• Fuel economy: 3.5 L / 100 km  

• Cost: Approx. $950,000 USD 

Utilises multiple types of hybrid 
technologies to generate hyper-car 
performance and hybrid efficiencies. 
Is capable of running purely in EV 
mode 

Extremely high cost, 
heavy 
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 Vehicle-to-Grid Concept and PEV Communication Requirements 

Having the ability for PEVs to charge and discharge on a distribution network may prove to be 

extremely beneficial. This concept is referred to as V2G connectivity, and examples of it are 

shown in Figure 96 B and C. The capability to provide energy back to a grid is extremely 

beneficial for distribution networks, especially those with nearby renewable energy production 

[16, 81, 129, 130]. With the widespread adoption of air-conditioning systems in developed 

countries, summer peak loads may exceed the rated capacity of the distribution network. In 

cases such as these, energy distributors generally switch on additional generators, commonly 

diesel or gas, to supplement the load. These generators are often quite expensive to operate and 

are not generally located at the point of energy consumption.  

With a controlled V2G network, these generators will have a lesser role in supplying power to 

the grid during peak load times. PEVs connected at peak times could be used to supplement 

peak loads. This, in essence, reduces overall energy transmission losses, which increase with 

energy consumption and the distance between the generator and load. A V2G network is not 

only beneficial to a grid during the several highest peak-demand days of the year, but can be 

beneficial throughout a working day by flattening consumption curves and shifting daily peaks. 

This could, in turn, reduce energy prices by reducing uncertainty within a network. 
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Figure 96 A) G2V with a PHEV, B) G2V and V2G with an EV, C) V2G with an FCEV [103] 

There are a number of types of EVs that have energy storage other than batteries, such as fuel-

cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) [131]. These vehicles can generate electricity from a fuel cell 

rather than from battery chemistry, giving them potential V2G connectivity. The internal 

topology of an FCEV resembles that of a series-hybrid but without the ICE and generator; 

instead, they have a fuel cell stack. For most of cases FCEVs utilise pure hydrogen gas for fuel 

and in some lesser instances, some FCEV can utilise the hydrogen from methane gas as their 

fuel source. 

In the case of the FCEV shown in Figure 96 C, there may not be a large physical internal 

battery; however, if connection to the grid was possible, energy could be produced by the fuel 

cell and exported to the network. This would be comparable to the battery pack of a pure EV 

where the vehicles can be utilised as PEVs with V2G connectivity for grid support. Benefits 

can be obtained not only for the distribution network (in terms of grid support, stabilisation and 

load shifting) but also for the supplier of the stored energy. Figure 96 B illustrates a case where 

a PEV is capable of bidirectional power flow. Bidirectional power flow allows a PEV to charge 

and discharge onto a network as required. Charging from a network may be done to top up the 
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charge capacity, or in response to production by renewable energy systems (RESs). The 

combination of both G2V and V2G capabilities will prove to be extremely useful once large-

scale RESs and PEVs become common. 

Distributed or local energy storage by PEVs has the potential to be profitable, as distributors 

will no longer need to add more high-cost generators to meet increasing peak demand. While 

profit may seem beneficial to some users, improper management of V2G functionality may 

present risks to the internal storage of the vehicle. Charge control management is a necessity 

for all V2G-enabled PEVs, with limited rates and depths of discharge set for V2G functionality. 

These precautions must be taken to prolong the life expectancy of PEV batteries. This brings 

communications into the spotlight. Communications between the grid and PEVs are crucial in 

ensuring that the V2G concept and PEVs as a whole are successful.  

A basic level of communication can improve a network enough to reduce the impact of large 

clusters of PEVs in localised areas and, simultaneously, improve grid stability. To minimise 

these effects and prevent potential overload situations in distribution networks, PEV charging 

must be monitored and controlled [132]. Such monitoring and control systems should include 

an intelligent two-way communications system between the on-board energy storage and 

energy distributor. This type of communications system enables the network to cope with 

multiple PEVs by manipulating their charge and discharge characteristics and only allowing 

charging during specific off-peak times [133]. Expanding on the intelligent control 

mechanisms of G2V charging, V2G implementation could offset peak-load demand.  
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 Distributed Generation and the Smart Grid 

 

Figure 97 Overlay of office building load, PV production and PEV characteristics. A) PV production 

with a small-scale G2V and V2G on a day with intermittent clouds. B) Cloudless day PV production 

with a medium-scale G2V and V2G [103] 

Figure 97 represents the typical power characteristics of a commercial office building and an 

associated PV system. Figure 97 A describes the typical characteristics of a solar installation 

with intermittent cloud cover whereas Figure 97 B shows cloudless day production 

characteristics. As can be seen, energy production varies greatly with intermittent cloud cover 

but is more predictable during a cloudless day. At peak PV production, the building’s demand 

is exceeded on both days. The building load varies constantly around a characteristic path 

determined by the time of day, with the most dramatic changes occurring during early morning 

and late afternoon. In this building, the characteristics can be correlated with the building’s 

automated air conditioning and lighting systems switching on and off. By connecting PEVs to 

this network, either a destructive or constructive effect would be obtained. A destructive PEV 

effect would simply increase the maximum real power consumption, whereas a constructive 

effect has the capability to reduce peak demand. This is achieved by peak load shifting and, in 

the case of Figure 97, excess PV absorption (shown in yellow).  

A small-scale PEV network with limited depth of discharge for V2G purposes (Figure 97 A)  

can reduce and essentially flatten the peak daily load of the building [134]. Increasing the 

amount of available energy, either through an increased number of PEVs and/or an increase in 
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the depth of discharge allowable for V2G, greatly increases the peak load shifting effect. With 

large-scale PEV penetration, the daily load cycle can be represented by a constant load. This 

would benefit both energy distributors (by providing a static load) and consumers (by reducing 

energy prices) [101]. 

This concept will allow a PEV’s on-board energy storage to be not only a consumer of energy 

but also a supplier that supplements the grid, commercial buildings or households during times 

of peak energy demand. In turn, this would stabilise the grid’s energy consumption 

characteristics. This supplement can ease the pressure from distributed generators and 

potentially help rectify some of the issues caused by RESs. Optimising such a system and 

providing a method of communication between the stored energy sources and the grid are 

essential in constructing an efficient V2G system. Limits would be set to ensure battery charge 

is maintained at a level where vehicles still have reasonable range and, by limiting discharge 

rates, battery life-cycles could also be prolonged.  

 Charging Diversity and Utility Interfaces 

Connecting PEVs to a utility grid can occur with two electrical energy transfer methods, 

contact and contactless, [135-137] both with optimum-use case scenarios. Contact charging 

can provide a quick and simple solution that ensures PEVs are adequately charged while 

stationary. On average, a commuter vehicle will remain parked for approximately 20–22 hours 

in a day [124]. During these times, the energy storage system of a PEV can be charged by an 

RES such as PV. Charging a PEV during this time could offset fluctuations in solar generation 

due to intermittent cloud cover, if solar production data could be obtained. Three areas have 

been identified where the charging of PEVs will predominantly occur: homes, streets and 

parking lots.  New standards will stipulate various levels of charging capability for each area, 

dependant on existing local infrastructure and charging requirements. The electrical 

infrastructure around these charging locations will support a relatively small level of PEV 

penetration. One estimate predicts that approximately 20 billion dollars (AUD) will be spent 

globally to upgrade the electrical infrastructure needed to support the numbers of PEVs 

projected to exist by 2020 [138]. Wireless charging methods could also be utilised while 

vehicles are in motion or are stationary [139]. All charging stations must conform to new 

standards governing plugs, communication, voltages and levels of charging capacity. 

Managing the charging of PEVs, both as individual entities and as a part of large systems, will 

be crucial to ensuring grid stability.  
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6.1.4.1. Communication between PEVs and Utilities 

Wireless communications between PEVs and utility networks is a necessity. Communication 

between PEVs and consumers is also required to keep consumers up-to-date with their 

vehicle’s current state of charge. This will become even more important when the consumer 

enables V2G functionality and will ensure there is enough charge for upcoming trips. Wireless 

payment methods are becoming increasingly popular and could be used to pay for the energy 

used by PEVs [131, 140]. 

6.2. Current PEV Charging Standards 

In this section, standards refers to PEV charging technologies and ratings set by influential 

groups or bodies. Table 12 summarises current legislation governing PEV charging capacities, 

plug types, communication protocols, voltage ratings and safety requirements [141-145].  

Table 12 Organisations and relevant standards associated with PEVs 

Organisation   Relevant standard/s Definition 

Society for Automobile 
Engineers 

SAE 

J1772 Conductive connector  

J1773 Inductively-coupled charging 

J2847, J2836, J2931 Communications 

J2864 Power quality  

J2293 Energy transfer systems  

J2344, J1766, J2578 Safety considerations 

Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers 

IEEE 

1547 Grid-tied connections 

P1809  Electric transport infrastructure 

P2100 Wireless power and charging systems 

P2030  Smart grid technologies 

National Electric Code  NEC 
625 EV charging systems and safety 

626 EV parking space characteristics 

National Fire Protection 
Association 

NFPA 

70 National electrical code 

70B Electrical equipment maintenance 

70E Electrical hazards 

Underwriters 
Laboratories Inc. 

UL 

2231 EV supply circuits safety 

2251 Plugs, receptacles and couplers for PEVs 

2202 EV charging system equipment 

2594 EV supply equipment 

Deutsches Institut fuer 
Normung  

DIN 

43538 Battery system specifications 

EN 50620 EV cable requirements 

VDE 0510-11  Safety requirements for batteries 

International 
Electromechanical 
Commission  

IEC 

TC 21 Cells and batteries 

TC 64  Electrical installations and protection 

TC 69  EV and electric industrial trucks 

TC 22/SC 3  Electrical and electronic equipment 

61851-2-3  EV conductive charging systems 
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Japan Electric Vehicle 
Association  

JEVS 

C601  Plugs and receptacles for PEV charging 

D001 - 002 Battery characteristics 

D701 - 709 Test procedures for batteries 

G101 - 105 Quick charging systems 

G106 - 109 Inductive charging system 

Collaborative standards groups 

International Energy Agency IEA 

Infrastructure Working Council  IWC 

International Organisation for 
Standardization 

ISO 

 

 Socket Types 

There are still several types of sockets used [143] to charge on-board batteries. These sockets, 

in some instances, differ due to the diverse types of electricity being delivered, but, more often 

than not, are associated with the geographical location. For example, the Australian Standard 

for PEV sockets and plugs relates the socket to the amount of power draw. The maximum 

parameters are in reference to voltages not exceeding 500 V AC and rated currents not 

exceeding 63 A for three-phase connections. For single-phase connections, a maximum of 70 

A can be utilised [143]. As standard single-phase voltages vary between 100 V and 240 V at 

50 Hz to 60 Hz (Table 13), different connectors must be used. The most common and current 

standards around the world regarding PEV plugs are summarised in Table 14. Only three-phase 

and DC plugs are shown, as single-phase connectors are specific to the country of origin. DC 

charging has advantages over AC, as voltages and currents are not dependant on geographic 

location. This creates a stable voltage platform where all PEVs can normalise. The common 

methodology used by all plug types is related to power delivery and communications between 

the vehicle and the charger or grid. The communication interface comprises two smaller 

contacts on either side of the main power contacts. It allows adjustment of charging current, 

state-of-charge identification and fault detection [144].  
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Table 13 Current global voltage ratings and frequencies 

Continent Voltage range Frequency Exceptions 

North America 
100 V-130 V 60 Hz  

220 V-240 V 50 Hz (Greenland) 

South America 

220 V-240 V 50 Hz  

220 V-240 V 60 Hz  

100 V-130 V 60 Hz  

Africa 
220 V-240 V 50 Hz  

100 V-130 V 60 Hz (Liberia) 

Europe 220 V-240 V 50 Hz  

Asia 

220 V-240 V 50 Hz  

220 V-240 V 60 Hz  

100 V-130 V 60 Hz  

100 V-130 V 50 Hz (East Japan) 

Australia/Oceania 220 V-240 V 50 Hz  

The factor limiting power delivery will either be the grid connection or the plug interface. 

Expanding to include two types of energy transfer (AC and DC current), will allow for much 

greater power and energy transfer rates. A combined AC and DC plug (Table 14) can have a 

combined DC/AC charging option, which can utilise these two energy delivery methods to 

increase power delivery to PEVs.  

Table 14 International socket types for PEV charging systems [103] 

Power type  Type 1 Type 2 GB/T 

AC 
(3 Phase) 

 
SAE J1772/IEC 62196-2 

 
IEC 6219-2 

 
GB/T Part 2 

DC 

 
IEC 62196-3 

 
IEC 6219-3 

 
GB/T Part 2/IEC 6219-3 
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Combined 
AC and DC 

 
IEC 6219-3 

 
IEC 6219-3 

 

 

 PEV On-board Charging Designs 

There are various forms of a charging system which can be implemented on a PEV. The most 

common type is as a separate unit rectifier which can accept single- or three-phase power to 

charge the on-board battery. Depending on the type of motor used in the PEV, another location 

for AC charging could be by the motor driver unit. If the motor is a three-phase induction 

machine which operates close to three-phase voltages, the motor driver could act as a rectifier 

as well as the driver of the motor. To achieve this, the motor driver has to be capable of 

bidirectional power flow. DC charging typically occurs through the use of an external AC/DC 

converter, which supplies power to the PEV as a potential that can be directly placed across 

the internal PEV DC bus. Figure 98 illustrates these charging mechanisms. Charging protection 

circuitry is placed along every point where charging can occur. This protection includes over-

current, voltage, frequency and short-circuit protection. These protection protocols are omitted 

from this diagram but are included in a typical PEV.  
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Figure 98 Basic componentry of a BEV with STATCOM and motor driver charging port [103] 

6.3. Local Grid Support for G2V and V2G 

Level 2 charging levels (Table 2) were utilized in the H-MG in the form of 10 kVA, 14 kWh, 

battery-enabled STATCOMs. Modelling of PEV charging stations utilising STATCOMs 

increases the ability to determine the impact of PEV penetration on commercial-sized 

distribution networks. Utilising the same operational methodology from Section 5.4.4, the 

impacts on local distribution networks of V2G and G2V with reactive power support are 

presented in Table 15. A notable improvement in the local distribution voltage can be seen, 

where there is a nominal voltage of 240 V.  

Table 15 G2V and V2G impacts on local distribution networks 

 Grid 
voltage 

Power Reactive power System current 

Mode  V kW kVAr A 

Nominal   231.22 N/A N/A N/A 

Charge G2V 228.61 6 6 36 

Charge G2V + Support 230.65 6 6 36 

Discharge V2G 233.87 6 6 36 

Discharge V2G + Support 235.02 6 6 36 

Discharge V2G + Support 235.02 6 6 36 

Grid 
Support 

Grid Support 232.84 0 9 41 
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6.4. HV STATCOMs for Microgrid Charging Stations  

A traditional electrical grid consists of several static and active components that transport 

energy to several load points from a single point of generation. In this type of network, the 

generator is controlled by the load demand [87]. In a typical power network, there are several 

large generators producing electricity at a pre-set voltage and frequency that only vary their 

power output according to demand. From these large generators, electricity transmission is 

done with extra-high voltage, high voltage and medium voltage (MV) distribution 

infrastructure. As the majority of consumer appliances operate on the low voltage distribution 

network, distribution transformers must be able to supply sufficient real and reactive power to 

diverse loads [146]. A typical distribution transformer will have an average capacity of between 

50 kVA and 500 kVA with single-phase voltages of 110–240 V and frequencies of 50–60 Hz, 

depending on the geographic location (Table 13). This relatively low voltage and high-power 

capacity can result in large resistive losses on the transmission network. This, coupled with 

unbalanced, reactive and high-harmonic-distortion loads, reduces the efficiency of distribution 

by approximately 6-7%. Figure 99 illustrates a traditional distribution network with both AC 

and DC loads. To supply DC loads, additional AC/DC converters are required. These 

converters add another step to the electricity conversion process, ultimately reducing the 

overall efficiency of the network.  

 

Figure 99 Current transformer-based distribution and charging infrastructure [103] 
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Figure 100 Utilisation of a STATCOM on a distribution and charging network [103] 

With the increasing use of PEV in distribution networks, higher power and higher efficiency 

transformers are necessary.  Supplying both AC and DC (PEV) loads will become a normal 

function for these transformers. Not only will the transformers have to cope with increased 

loads but with the onset of more RESs on the network, there is potential to feed back into the 

MV distribution network.  

 

Figure 101 Basic structure of a smart transformer [103] 
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7. Conclusion and Future Work 
The fundamental objective of this PhD research was to develop and implement an integrated 

smart hybrid-microgrid network compatible of handling both AC and DC sources and loads. 

To achieve this fundamental objective, multiple sub-objectives were determined, each 

requiring differing components, designs and development procedures to be fulfilled. 

The summarised sub-objectives of this PhD research were to: 

• develop and implement a microgrid testing facility;  

• directly integrate solar PV onto a DC bus and in energy storage; 

• implement four-quadrant real and reactive power control on a commercial load; and 

• investigate the impacts of plug-in electric vehicles (PEVs) connected to a hybrid-

microgrid (H-MG). 

These sub-objectives were completed to provide a comprehensive outlook on the performance 

of the H-MG when connected to a commercial load. The employment of a static-synchronous 

compensator (STATCOM) as the core element of the H-MG proved successful in charging, 

discharging high voltage (HV) battery energy storage systems (BESS) as well as providing 

reactive power for voltage control or power factor correction. The implementation of a solar 

PV compatible HV DC/DC converter proved screensful in direct charging of a BESS. Utilising 

the presented HM-G electrical distribution structure has had an efficient and positive impact 

on the peak demand characteristics of the building along with improving the power quality of 

the local electrical network. 

7.1. Thesis Conclusions 

The development of H-MGs is an ongoing process that changes with advances in 

semiconductor technology, energy storage technology and distributed generation technologies. 

The design and installation of the AC/DC H-MG were presented in Chapter 3, including its 

communication and control system (with advanced technology and architecture), performance 

testing, and hardware and software evaluation. Data was collected and analysed at the system 

level to determine the building load and potential generation from renewable energy. The 

testing facility supported both DC and AC sources and loads while it was grid-connected and 

when isolated from the grid. Robust commercially-available communication protocols were 
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utilised, along with commercially-accepted distribution-grade power meters for power quality 

analysis. These meters were implemented throughout the building for comprehensive building 

power analysis. 

In Chapter 4, a solar PV and energy storage integration method was proposed and implemented 

using a high-efficiency, broad-range, LLC-based DC/DC converter placed in parallel on a 

lithium-based DC bus. The LLC topology used with the DC/DC converters ensured galvanic 

isolation between solar modules and provided a controllable method of switching and isolating 

solar PV. The use of the DC/DC converter provided an expandable topology for solar modules 

and battery banks. Operating at a high voltage on the DC network reduces resistive losses, 

removes power conversion stages and improves the round-trip efficiency over conventional 

energy storage systems. The DC/DC converter provided MPPT for the individually-connected 

solar PV panels whilst also providing a current source for the Kokam ESS. The average 

conversion efficiency of the converter was 93% while the power range of the solar PV panels 

varied from 30% to 95% of their rated output. 

The implementation and impact of STATCOM converters in a commercial distribution 

network were presented in Chapter 5. Full four-quadrant analysis was conducted to determine 

impacts on both the building’s electrical infrastructure as well as the local ‘end of the line’ 

transmission network. It was determined that the STATCOM could only manipulate the 

building point of connection marginally but had a dramatic effect on the voltage of the local 

network where the STATCOM was implemented. The power factor of the building could be 

directly managed with a set droop controller monitoring the end of the network. 

Following a similar approach to PEV charging, STATCOM-based charging infrastructure has 

the capability to support the network with real and reactive power while electric vehicles charge 

or discharge into the distribution network, as presented in Chapter 6. This becomes a very 

important attribute when charging stations are implemented at the end of the line on some 

distribution networks and large loads are applied for the purposes of charging PEVs.  

7.2. Recommendations for Further Work 

This thesis has developed and implemented a design for creating a hybrid DC/AC microgrid. 

However, as there are numerous elements required to achieve this goal, several opportunities 

for future work have been identified. 
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• The implemented microgrid testing facility relied on two servers for data aggregation 

and management, a Modbus-based MySQL database and a commercial software 

package named PI Coresight. Through the course of the thesis, the MySQL database 

failed, and some data was lost. A more robust internal database for data management 

and acquisition is recommended. 

 

• The implemented DC/DC converters require a re-design to improve their practical 

efficiency. The operating power design consideration was too high for the average 

power that the solar PV system delivered. As such, the peak efficiency for solar PV 

conversion was never reached. 

 

• The impact on a traditional inverter when coupled to the DC/DC converter should be 

investigated to determine the direct impact of shading between PV panels.  

 

• The efficiency gained by using DC/DC converters in complex shading environment 

should be further investigated and directly compared to traditional string-based 

infrastructure. 

 

• The impact of DC/DC converters coupled to a traditional solar PV inverter as a DC 

voltage source should also be investigated to determine the ability to maintain a 

constant DC voltage. The direct efficiency gains from maintaining a stable DC input 

voltage to a solar PV inverter are unclear. 

 

• Implementing a communication and tertiary control system for increasing STATCOM 

integration in the different levels of building N44 should be investigated to determine 

an optimal location for real and/or reactive power support. This would require 

extending the existing DC bus throughout the building. 

 

• Coupling the implemented STATCOM onto an electric vehicle and assessing the 

constraints of V2G with and without modification to compatible vehicle software. 
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